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ALBUQUEKQUK. NEW MKXICO, TUESDAY, JULY 7, 1908.
NUMBER 161
THE PEERLESS LEADER'S DASH FOR PIKE'S PEAK
ATLANTIC BATTLESHIP FLEET
IN FIVE TERRIFIC SPURTS

IN ADDRESS

BELL

WEATHER

POUR

SCORIA REPUBLICAN PLATFORM

BEGINS LONG RETURN VQYAG E

Accuses Chicago of Sidestepping Issues
and Accomplishing Nothing in the
Way of Reform
Democratic
Delegates What the Democratic Party
Believes and What It Intends to Do
With the Matters Now in Hand.

Imposing Array of Vessels Steams Out
Through Golden Gate to Begin Trip
Which Will Last For Months and
Which Will Give the World a Better
Idea of What the United States Has
in ihe Way of Fighting Vessels-Itiner- ary
Includes Voyages on Five Seas.

ells

DEMOCRACY FORMALLY
AT DENVER,

BEGINS THREE

DAY PROGRAM

SIXTEEN BATTLESHIPS

WHERE THOUSANDS OF ViSITDRS ASSEMBLE

er, commonsense of the multitudes
The Demo-cratwhoso Interests lare at stake.
National Convention of
which is to nominate a candidate for
Among the great evils
afflict
president and vice president of the the country at the present that
time Is the
United States, In opposition to Taft abuse of corporate power. At first the
and Sherman, Is at the point of ac- advancing aggressions of the corporation, and the early morning hours tions are not dlscernable to the comfound thousands of delegates, alter- mon eye, for every move la carefully
nates and spectators from all parts covered up until sufficient political
of the country beginning to stream strength Is attained to defy the protowards the great auditorium. An un. tests of the people. Thus the constant
Usual feature of the tirst day's proand Insidious invasion of the people's
gram is the plan to adjourn at an rights finally results in a species of
respect
for
of
a
mark
as
early hour
arrogance and defiance so formidable
the late President Cleveland, the lost
in its appearance that the body of the
of
office
the
occupied
Democrat who
people. In fear of ever worse aggresof
the nation.
chief executive
sions, hesitate to assert and exercise
Adjournment however. Is not ex- their rightful authority over these
pected to delay materially the work collosal enemies of the common-vtaC- j.
f the convention, for today's semlon
,ni eo efc behold a subversion
'was plani.ed to be preliminary In
of our free institutions, voluntarily
nature. Including only the call to order subordinating jtself to selfish, private
by Thomas Taggart of Indiana, chairends, special privileges, resorting to
cunning, bribery and indignation to
man of the national committee, reading of the call by .Secretary Woodson; maintain Its unholy power, while the
opening prayer by Archbishop Keene, masses timidly hope that when avarof Wyoming, announcement of tem- ice has at last reached the point of
porary officers by the national com- satiety, it will then benevolently permittee and their confirmation by the mit the people to resume their rightconvention; the opening address by ful share in the government of themChairman Theodore A. selves.
Temporary
Whenever the mutterings of
Hell anil the announcement of sevthe people become so threatening the
cauby
cry of confiscation goes up and aperal committees as selected
cuses. Chairman Bell arrived from peals are frantically made to the sacred rights of the party. This is InOmaha this morning.
Promptly at noon the convention tended to affright the ears of honest
was opened by Chairman Taggart and men in the enjoyment of the fruits of
the call was then read. Following their industry and thrift and by thus
prayer, Chairman Hell delivered his playing upon their prejudice and fears
to deter them from casting their in,
uJdress, saying In part:
We have assembled at a time when fluence on the side of the wholesale
cry of confiscation is
the public conscience is demanding reforms. The
honesty of purpose in the men who the historic defense or usurpation.
the people take warning. Whenundertake to direct the affairssen-of Let
ever
the wrongs of today become the
keenly
eye
Is
public
The
elate.
rights of tomorrow the nation
vested
and
movement
every
political
sitive to
proceedings here will be approved ac. is in deadly peril.
cording to the degree of sincerltw apThe Democratic party is not the
pearing in the work of this conven- enemy of property; but to the conbelief.
widespread
a
trary. It has lalways stood and will
tion. There is
f.oi.i.l. ,1 lumn evidence of a convinc continue to stand firmly against every
power
party
In
ing character that the
species or aggression that would dehas not been true to Its trust, that it stroy or weaken the right of any man
into
common
interest
luis betrayed the
to enjoy the rewards to which bis
gov- -'
the hands of the enemies of good right
' patience, his skill, his industry and his
forfeiting
its
eminent, thereby
economy entitle him. Our party apand destroying its ability to rule in I proves that feeling of pride which
the name of the people.
accompanies the possession of
Apparent to every one U the fact property, and it commends an Individ,
that way down deep ill the heart of ual ownership In the soil that will
tiie Republican convention at Chicago bring to the homes of America more
there was a. feeling of anger and re- - of the conveniences, comforts and lux.
Against the evils of
of life.
eentment over the popular clamor for urli-reform; and it is usually potent that j special privilege we urge the benefits
there is no bona fide intention on of equal opportunity. In order that
the part of the Republican party of there may be more owners, more
granting a.iy reform if the machinery homes and more happiness among the
of that party can be retained in pres- masses.
ent hands. Us paper platform, divid
The Democratic party Is not the
ed like ancient (laul Into three parts enemy of all corporations.
It recogbarren promises, makeshifts and nizes their great value In the Indusw
evasions, it is hoped ill make a good trial world. Through the agency of
campaign transparency: but no one Incorporation scattered
wealth is
seriously believes that the Republican brought together and given a driving
party really indorses that neutral force that it would not otherwise pos.
manuscript w hich hel l the convention Sess. Great enterprises are thereby
together until it could rjtify the nom- undertaken and the undeveloped
ination of a presidential candidate.
of the country added to the
Approaching our great talk in a wealth of tha world.
manly, dignified manner, imbued with
No rational man can be opposed to
the loftiest sentiments of patriotism, corporations as such and the assertion
ambiti"iis to throw every safeguard that the Democratic party is waging
around the liberties of our people, de- - an Indiscriminate war against this
tcrniinei to stamp out the abuses that convenient form of transacting busiare consuming the substance of the ness has no foundation in fact. It Is
nation, b t us proceed to our appointed the abuse only, of corporate power
July w all the susta.ning consciousness that we seek to eliminate.
that we are responsible alone to God j Some one has suggested that this
and to our country for the Justice of convention should publish an Indictour cause.
ment against the Republican party.
Tiler,, are three things that tills, We can probatdy expedite the proIt ou?ht to ceedings by entering the plea of guilty
convention should d
present in a plain and Intelligible that is contained in the Chicago platmanner the serious industrial and po- form, simpiy changing the words "we
litical conditions that are disturbing will" to the words "we will not" to
the peace an 1 happiness of our counconform to the admitted facts. We
try. We should then proceed to a then have the following Republican
u
Hepubll-cacourageous exposure of the
confession of guilt:
policies that are co. operating with
"We did not revise the tariff."
private greed In the general oppres"We did not amend the anti-trusion of the people. Most Important of
all. we must exhibit a readiness and laws to secure greater effectiveness In
an ability to grasp the problems of the prosecution of criminal monopothe hour and to effect their solution lies."
In a manner that will satisfy the sob- - j
did not add a single line to i
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VESSELS

IN FIGHTING

SHIPS
i

Fleet of Warships Has Total Tonnage of 186.100 ions and
Is Capable of Steaming at an Average Rate of 10 Knots
an
Are Planned at Intervals on the
Journey and AH Nations Are Anxious to Join in Showing
Regard for the Sailors Who Represent the United States-Fle- et
Will be Reviewed at Hampton Roads by Roosevelt
hour-Recepti- ons

of Big Hall.
Colo.,

SIX AUXILIARY

REPRESENT THE BEST AMERICA HAS

Convention Opens at Noon But Adjourns After Appointing
Committees Who Are to Report Tomorrow-Chairm- an
Clayton's Address and Reports Will be Principal Feature
Tomorrow With Nomination of Bryan Scheduled lor
Thursday and Vice Presidential Selection Friday-Denv- er
. Crowded WJtli Delegates and Visitors Who Tax Capacity
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San Francisco July 7. A splendid invitation of tha New Zealand govpicture of America's fighting strength ernment that the American ships go
un the ilea will be presented today there, and at this port the Yanke
when the sixteen battleships of the sailors will receive their first greetAtlantic fleet led by the magnificent ing from a foreign people since leavConnecticut with Hear Admiral Chan. ing South America. This greeting will
c
S. Spcrry on 'the bridge heads out of be particularly cordial and the enter'
democrat
the Golden Gate and bathes their tainment arranged for officers and
bows In the blue Pacific. In Impos- men promises to be magnificent. Th
ing array they pass beyond the headfact that this greeting will come at
lands out of the view of the thou- the end of the longest leg of the voyThe Battle Ragea. Frenzied Fee Hashes the Caravan for
d
Conflict. Stampede Foiled Last sands of cheering watchers on shore age around the world, when the men
and start fairly on the long voyage are worn by a stretch of seventeen
Stand by Loyal Lads Behind Barricade. Peerless Leader Charges Up Trail on
Steam Roller.
through five seas from San Francisco successive days out of sight of land,
"Don't Flinch, Men!" Bloodthirsty Road Agents Hurry to Loot Camp. T he Crucial Moment.
to Hampton Roads a striking dem will tend to make It all the more wel(The Final Spurt Tomorrow.)
onstration of the power and efficiency come.
of; the Unlfed States navy.
Perhaps the greatest of all the ent.tu ,ltr.'err!te Commerce law, giving politlc-'Sixteen battleships are in tha line, tertainments, to be given the men of
opponent
Tho tlxinp of transportation rhargoi
iibsurbdl Into
the federal government supervision the artificial life of the monopolies and the control of Issuances of rati divided into four divisions and two the fleet In tly foreign; il'.y, howover the Issues of stocks and bonds by and' trusts that It excludes the hope road securities are inseparably con squadrons.
In the first division Of ever, will be waiting their arrival a
are the flagship of Sidney, the great port of Australia,
Interstate carriers."
that the Republican party will ever be nected With the actual valuation of the first squadron
where the war ships, after leaving
"We did not exact a currency meas-upr- e able or willing to regain a separate railroads. The Democratic party be Hear Admiral Sperry, the Connectiand her sister ships, the Kan- Auckland on August IS, will arrive on
that would mitigate the evils of existence where It can honestly dis- lieves that the first thing to do 1 to cut,
This August 20. Half a million dollars U
secure a physical valuation of the sas, Minnesota and Vermont.
a financial panic, such as has recently charge its duty to the people.
of the solid division, as well as the entire fleet la the sum the government of Australia
prostrated the country under a ReWith the power and opportunity to roads, that Is a valuation
under the Immediate command of and the people of Sidney have appublican administration."
carry out Democratic principles we rather than the liquid assets of rail- Hear Admiral
ci perry.
diThe
propriated for the entertainment of
"We did not limit tha opportunities will be called upon to revise our tariff road companies. While on the a.other vision of the first squadronsecond
Is com- the American sailors.
Varied and
on
roll
for abusing the writ of Injunction."
laws in the interests of the whole peo. hand, the Republican party,
by an over manded by Acting Hear Admiral many are the pleasures the Australconvention,
In
call
the
pie.
This issue cannot be disposed of
"We did not establish postal savings
Richard Walnwright, and constats of ians have planned
placed In store
by the assertion that the Republican whelming vote, took an uneoulvocal the flagship Georgia and her sister fur them, during and
banks."
the nine days of
system
water
of
a
of
In
favor
stand
party
also stands for tariff reform.
ships, the Nebraska, New Jersey and their stay at that port. The govern"We did not establish a bureau of
Republican revision and Democratic rates without giving the people the Rhode Island. Hear Admiral William ment will takie an active part In these;
mines and mining."
meter.
of
benefit
a
H. Emory commands
"We did not admit into the union revision are two different things.
the second entertainments, those In the official
We search In vain for the syllable squadron and third division, and Is life of the colony vicing with
the territories of New Mexico and AriThe Democratic Idea Is that where
private
pledging
the
the Chicago platform
aboard of the flagship Louisiana. The citizens in efforts to display their
zona as separate states."
the tarifr enables the trusts to main- In
party
Republican
to
retrenchment
Virginia. Ohio and Missouri also are hospitality. A series of elaborate soThe most palpable instance of the tain a system of extortion the duty
in this division. The fourth division, cial functions for the officers, and painsincerity of the Chicago convention should be removed from all trust and reform; and It Is no mere coinc!
dol
us
given
a
billion
under the command Of Acting Rear rades and excursions and sports for
Is found in its declaration respecting
made goods, so that competition from deuce that has
the issuance of injunctions. It would abroad may compete reasonable prices lar aession of Congress on the eve of Admiral Seuton Schroeder, Is made up the enlisted men comprise the
possible
of the flagship Wisconsin and the Ilhave been entitled to more respect If to our own people. There Is a vast a national election and the
linois, Kearwarge and Kentucky. The
It had omitted all mention of the sub. difference between the protection of revision of the tariff.
Melbourne and Albany are two othOn the bosom of the Pacific will be Nebraska and Wisconsin, formerly of er ports of Australia where the fleet
ject. At sessio nafter session of Con- American industries and' the protecthe will stop, and where
enacted the great commercial struggle the Pacific fleet, have taken
gress labor has pleaded for relief from tion of criminal monopolies.
places of the Maine and Alabama of hospitality and lavish entertainment
the abuses of injunctions but its apThe expenses of our government, of the future, land the Interests of Am
peals have fallen on deaf ears and even when most economically admin- erlcan commerce In connection with the Atlantic fleet, which are en route will be given the men.
From the
to Irani pton Roads as a special service port of Albany the fleet will steam on
there has been no indication that rem- istered, will always require substantial the exposure of our western shores squadron.
will
any
demand
that
hostile attack
September 17 for Manila and it will
edial legislation of any character tariff rates, for the customs duties to
t
The fleet auxiliaries preceded the .irr've In these American waters, the
would be enacted. The oligarchy in will always be our chief source of rev- the greater portion of the American
in
battleships
waters
hy
navy
the
a
week, and are now last home port until Hum pton Roads,
shall be retained
House and Senate has decided that enue. The amount and distribution
of the Pacific to preserve the peace nearlng Honolulu, where they will un- on October i.
nothing shall be done to weaken any of these rates must always be delivwestload
supplies
and sail away for New
advantage
that corporations have ered along equitable lines, keeping In of the world. This magnificent
Tne
to be accorded th
Zealand before the arrival of the flet feet in recettion
gained in labor disputes.
view the greatest
happiness to the ern country of ours has hot only provManila
will be a striking one
These auxiliaries are and the entertainment of the officers
The fact is that all our citizens, greatest number and particularly with ed attractive to our own people and at Honolulu.
without respect to station or occupa- holding the shelter of the tariff from the other white nations of the earth, the Panther, repair ship; Glacier, re and men ashore will be as cordial and
frigerator
supply ship; Culgoa, sup- heartfelt. If not as elaborale, as the
tion in life have a genuine respect for those who use it, not for legitimate but It has llkujvlso proved alluring to ply
the courts and desire to maintain sell protection, but for the criminal the brown and yellow races of the ship,ship; Ajax, collier; Relief, hospital reception at other places. The Amerand Yajikton, tender wad dis ican colony In Manila is looking forpurposes of extorting the last dollar east. Some protection has been af
their integrity.
forded by the exclusion of Chinese patch boat.
ward to the event, with fervent anThe charge that the courts are be- from the American consumer.
The battleships which sail today on ticipation.
A large fund has been
ing assailed is simply made for the
labor, but the evil is but half met
The corrupt use of large sums of If
voyage
ever undertaken by subscribed, and committees are at
purpose of diverting attention from money in political campaigns Is large
the Immigration of Japanese, Kor- the longest
a powerful fleet, during which work on the preparations.
the real issue. Heretofore It has not ly responsible for the subversion of eans, Hindus and other Asiatic people such
encircle
the
been considered treason or an unwar. the people's will at the polls. Th be not also excluded from our chores. they will completely
Great interest is felt in the fleet's
world, from Hampton Roads to visit
lantablu attack upon the honor of the masses are awakening to a realization Not only the white tollers of America Hampton
to Japan. Proceeding to YokoRoads, have a total tonnage
courts to define their Jurisdiction pre- of the great power of gol, in con- but all other people, without respect
Manila, the fleet will ar
18 6,100 tons. The fleet is capable hama from
of
Invitally
or
are
ss
to
residence,
ch
scribe their procedure, restrict their tests that ought to lie determined acon October 17. Here on Ocrive
of ten toberthere
in this menace to our social of steaming on an average
processes and generally to Ilx the cording to
terested
24 it will be divided, tho first
tiie character of nominees and Industrial life from Asiatic quar- knots an hour under any sea condi squadron
returning to Manila, where
bounds within which judicial func- and the soundness
and morality of po- ters and If this is to remain a white tions, anil l.s following an itinerary It will
arrive October
tions shall be exercised.
The prom
litical Issues; ami there Is a general man's country Inini' dlai" steps should which will bring the ships to Manila
ise s that the weicomo to be given
it makes no difference whether the demand fur publicity In the collec1, 1S08.
on
complete
The
October
Immigraprevent
to
Asiatic
Americans in Yokohama will not
courts are acting in excess of their tion an, use of campaign funds so be taken
route from Manila to Hampton Hoads the
be second in gracluusm ss, at least, to
jurisdiction or strictly within their that our citizens may know whether tion of whatsoever character.
not yet been definitely announced, anything
has
nu t
at any port previdelegated powers.
The Trnuiorur) Olfiii'rs.
a political party has purchased
but it is expected that, the fleet will ously touched; with
Its
it is upon the spe- In either case the people have a way into office or lias won Its victorFollowing are the temporary offi- arrive ut its uitlmate destination dur clal invitation for tile
emperor of Ja- of
right to throw additional safeguards ies by honest means.
ing the latter part of February, 103, pan
cers for the convention:
goes
the
fleet
there. Klab- trial
around human liberty. There can be
It Is eminently proper that this conTemporary chairman. Theodo e A. when it will be joined at Hampton orate functions at court and social
no reflection upon the honesty of the
vention should
the Democratic Hell, California,
general secretary. Roads by most of tu other ships of atlans Mill be held for the ottlcers of
courts in the passage of a measure attitude toward define
the regulation
of I'rey Woodson, Kentucky;
Assistant the American navy then on the Atlan-- I the fleet.
that will confne the equity powers of transportation companies
and
the general secretary, K Iw.n Kcfton, Wash tii' coast, and this great fleet of war, At Ani'iy, China, the reception will
the federal Judiciary within such a'tentlon of the country to thecallindisgreater even than that which!
v. sels
;
be the occasion of a great
bounds as the people of the United putable fact that it was only after Ington.S. D. C. assistant secretaries, gathered in San Francisco bay on the tl'iuMii
Atlanta,
C.
Qa.; H.
Northen,
Chas.
States, and around
May 6, and greater than celebration characteristic of the Chithe legislative
of
morning
ear of Democratic effort '.hat an Klchn
I.
Fremont, Neb.; C. A.
nese. The l,i j squadrons of the fleet
branches of the'r government
y
deaiiieiidinitit was made to the Inter-stat- e Nash, I'eriy. Iowa. KdAard Cahill, the one that assembled at Hampton- will h. brought together affu n at Matermine. This Democratic convention
law authorizing the Sprlngfb I Ills.: WM' Reld, Rawlins, Roads Oeeember 18, when the presCommerce
on November 7, and the departmust frankly
nt record breaking voyage began, nila
and
unequivocally commission to establish reasonable Wyoni tig: am i rank H. Ross Indianure
thence
for Aden, and the passage
ugam
pledge itself to such legislation a wiil rates whenever it appeared that an apolis
be reviewed by President
t lie Suez will take place within tile
Irnl ; reading clerks, William will
of
prevent the writ of Injunction from existing schedule was unjust or
McKnlry. Rock Island. Ills.; T. F. Roosevelt Just prior to his going out following few das. the exact date not
being converted into an instrument of
The nitional platforms Smith. New York CI'.! William K. of office.
yet having been determined.
Tim fleet is
oppression.
to arrive at
of the Republican
party remained
The ships of the Pacific f.eet. which
IJyrne Charleston, W. Va.; C. J. Honolulu July scheduled
18.
We have something to do In this silent upon this :ret question for R.
of thta. assembled here previously to the deResidents
Gavin. Denver. Colo.; Rees F.
remote possession of the United Stas parture of the battleship for Hampconvention besdes pointing out evils years and the f.i't that the necessary
Little Rock. Ark ; and Joseph have prepared a magnificent and
fit ton Roads, will remain In th'. harbor
and calling the Republican party to change was advocated t,y a Republi1.. Rellj, Indianapolis,
sergeant ting reception to the officers and men,
Inl.;
task for the part it has playe.i In can president, who succeeded only at arms, John I. Martin, Missouri;
until August 5, at which time they will
creating and perpetuating
abuses. through, the aid of the Democrats in ill ef assistant sergeant at arms, J. C. which will be of the nature of a re- Mart for Samoa and the Philippines,
ception
and a belated Fourth of July with the litllo black bioals comprisDemocracy is once more called to the both branches of Congress In pluclng
W. Sullivan, Illinois; tally clerks, celebration combined.
It will be the ing tho Atlantic and Pacific torpedo
arena to buttle for the sacred princi- the amendment upon our statute gene
I'i
l,
tin. Indiana; chief doorkeeper,
fir.-- t
special
entertainment
of tne flotillas In tow. Preparatory to this
ples yf
It must books does not affe t the credit to
Ky.:
V. fiKhtlng men since Pugct sound cit-I'I.aFoon
Madlsonvllln.
wage an uncompromising war for the which our party i entitle, for
summer voyage of the Pacific fleet, a
hav Albeit. I.angdon, MJ.; K. K. Murphy,
delighted
return of the government to the hands ing worked pers .stently for such an ' Leavenworth, Kansas; Thomas H. preparations to do them honor, and squadron of the cruisers will take
have been making for
of the people and this means that the enactment.
of the torpedo boats in tow and
l,oelace, St. Iuls; Thomas B. Col-- 1 months at Honolulu that no pleasing some
phalanx of special Interests must be
team down the Pacific coa.--t ua far
to our laws
Further amcndiM-n.Memphis, Tenn.; ar.d O. C. Krnst, feature shall be lacking.
as San Uligo by way of a test of tne
broken. The triumph of the people giving the federal government super- After a stay of one week lit Honoran come only through the Demo- - ' vision over the Issuance of railroad
lulu,
the fleet will nroceeil to Auck
cratlc party for the i.fe of its chief j stocks and bonds Is demanded.
j
(Continue! ou Pago Five.)
land, New Zealand. It U by special
(Continued un Page Four.)
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THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN
PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY
By the Citizen Publishing Company of Albuquerque, New Meiico.

ought to attend the meeting that are held nightly In campaign seasons.
They ought to know the bosses and In soma cases try to be bosses on
their own accounts.
Politics is hard work. It takes time, but the results, for the community
et large and for the Individual. In the long run, are improving. Rev. Mr.
.Meeker never gave better advice In his life than when he urged ths young
men of his flock to take part tn the government of their country for that
is what the game of politics means.
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PRESIDENT
SUISCKIITION
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Go,

(Incorporated)

DAILY SHORT STORIES

RATES

yar

$5.00
60

by mall In advance
by mntl
Month h rwrrU-- r ulUiln

.lobs for All.
THE I) I' Eli.
Birmingham News.
limits
Kansa.s announce that it has Jobs
(Ry Stuart B. Stone).
thousand more harvest
manor at tlie Powtoftice ot Albuquerque, Ji. M., for several
Enured a second-clas- s
Now, If a large proportion of
When Monsieur Paul Eugene
Act of Ctongrms of March S, 1870.
the "hum'- a tors and "rotten"
Chevalier of the Order
only recognize their
would
the Red Broadsword and the most
Tbe only illustrated dally newspaper In New Mexico and the best ad real illlng the
public of
famous, most persistent duelist in
UlaliU nietllum of the Southwest.
would be tiu
Paris, Informed Mr. Arthur Dunlap
that the Gallc honor of the former
t ALIUQVKUQVE CITIZEN IS:
was outrageously touched, and that
Marriage Bond.
The leading Republican dally and weekly newspaper of the Southwest.
Hie
only the sight of the American genThe adTOvale of Republican principles anl the "SSquare Deal."
"hurch Union Gazette.
fi
The easier it is to obtain separation tleman's blood could at all appease
x
iUllOCEHQVE CITIZEN HAS:
divorce the more careless will him, It was Mr. Dunlap's time to be
and
The fine eqiilpjted Job department In New Mexico.
people
become in contracting mar-ikig- vexed.
The latert report by Assoclnted IVchs and Auxiliary News Service.
It was all a foolish, airy trifle about
Experience proves this, and
a lady about a little ' blonde laJy of
life
if
Is
purity
family
the
of
to
be
"WE GET THE NEWS FIRST."
main:uined it will not oe by making the daintiest charm. It Is true; but
still It was the merest nothing, and
.ight of the marriage bond.
MEXICO"
FOR
NEW
STATEHOOD
Mr. Dunlap was very busy Just then
turning little green certificates of
Why John Survives.
stock Into good, hard money. Mr.
Louisville Courier-Journa- l.
Dunlap, who knew the la.ly very well,
'n fin ing. to be right ratht-- r than had winked at her In the course of
president is a state of mind consid- a funny story at the box party; and
ered by many persons ideal rather Monsieur Paul had Jumped to his feet
than real, but when John D. Rocke- and there had been a flung glove and
feller a.sserts that he would rather the boiling of bluest Latin blood.
With the Democratic National Convention In full swing today, there la be a good golf player than the presi
Monsieur Paul repaired
to his
far from peace auJ harmony In the pjr,. nothing better Illustrates the dent of Standard Oil the world won- apartments at the Durham and mads
why
ders
was
Ananias
stricken and ready his shining Instruments of carlitter Impossibility of Democracy getting together, than an editorial In the why John survives.
nage. There was just room on the
New York World, a Democratic paper, entitled "The Oulf." commenting in
rapier's slim point for the Insolent
plain Language upon what discord will result If I'arker insists upon his resoYankee's red blood, mused Monsieur;
The
Gone,
Talker
Cleveland,
the
lution commending the policies and career of the late Orover
The report that John Weslev and If the American chose pistols.
only Democratic president since the Civil War.
(.aims
has been defeated for renoml- - Monsieur had a pair that glistened
It is admitted that Uryan dominates the Democratic convention, at least nation will be receive,!
with aiwmuv like brass In the sunlight.
ao far as the Democratic nomination Is concerned and ti a large extent, he will in Washington.
Arthur Dunlap,
he had figurIf
Tennesseean's
the
try to dominate the drafting of the platform upon which the Democratic daily deiuge of. words ceases to Inun- ed out the deal In after
Dubuque & Northcandidates will stand.
date the Congressional Record, hun ern, partook of ia sizzling drink or so,
The Citizen; yesterday, editorially considered the combinations which are dreds of employes of the government
and proceeded to devise the matter
ought to be made by the Democrats In their efforts to secure a president ann printing office will be in danuer of of weapons and things, for he was the
a vice president, who can consistently make the race on the same platform. losing thidr Jobs.
challenged party. The devising was
Up until the present moment, there Is no one mentioned for the vice presifinished Just as the brass satyr clock
dency who heretofore has not gone strongly on record as against at least one,
on the mantel Jingled 2 o'clock In
i
Learned,
What
He
by
Bryan.
pet
more,
policies
advocated
often
of
the
and
the warm, dark morning, and at this
But If in addition to arbitrating a platform, which will meet with the Boston Herald.
Kev. Robert Walker, prison char- - time Mr. Dunlap clamored into bed
approval of Bryan and his running mate, whoever he may be, the convention
with a smile of content this was the
la placed In the embarrassing position of either commending or not commend-I- n lain, tells of a pathetic interview sizzling drinks, no doubt.
c
prisoner.
which
he
had
with
a
The
harmony
lost
the policies of Grover Cleveland, then indeed is Democratic
This was the fashion of the comman was a hardened criminal of the
for good.
bat
outraged,
of
as
honor
by
borne
worst type, and had spent many years
The World states the matter very plainly In the following editorial, which In
the representatives of Mr. Dunlap to
confinement. Mr. Walker went to the
needs no co nment:
fiery Frenchman at the Durham
him
you
asked:
have
and
"What
Nothing could better measure the gulf that divides Cleveland Democracy learned in prion? '
next morning. The principals were
every
min
"That
from Bryan Democracy than the resolutions commemorating the public ute has got sixty seconds," replied to seat themselves on stools, side by
side, in the pitch dark convention
achievements of Cirover Cleveland which Judge Parker will present to the the man.
A BLACK MA LINE HAT.
room at the Durham. The flip of a
ienver convention.
How can a convention that Is going to nominate Mr. Bryan for president
coin by the seconds should decide
I'nmily.
praise Mr. Cleveland's "patriotic and unselfish service?" Mr. Bryan called
which of the combatants should dePortland Oregonian.
Mr. Cleveland "a
part from the great room, leaving his
As he was the only man with young rival in the still black chamber. T:ie
How can a convention that Is going to nominate Mr. Bryan for president
praise Mr. Cleveland's devotion to the "settled traditions and policies of the children in a district of Lane county. loser, seated on the stool, should press
Democratic party?" Mr. Bryan said Mr. Cleveland not only debauched tne Oregon, John Darkin formed a school one of two buttons, releasing one of
Democratic party but subbed it to death to prevent its return to the path of committee, of which he was elected two doors, at the end of the hall.
chairman and his wife clerk. Mrs. Behind one of the doors would lurk
How can a. convention that Is going to nominate Mr. Bryan for president Larkin was Installed as teacher by the little, blonde lady, of the boisterand the five little Lur- - ous box party; behind the other
praise Mr. Cleveland for having "respected the Integrity of our courts?" Mr. the chairman,
Bryan Is still denouncing "government by Injunction" as a form of oppression kiris now go to school to their own grim, white old Boxer, the polar bear
mother, who is remunerated by the pet of the zoological gardens.
and is demanding that labor unions be granted immunity from the present state.
In the
process of injunction.
matter of whether the lady or the
president
Bryan
Is
Mr.
for
going to nominate
How can a convention that
bear should come forth to embrace
After you have finished the day's
Itetiring Kansas.
praise Mr. Cleveland for Insisting pn the necessity for tariff revision? Mr.
the man on the stool in the dark, the
City
Bryan suppressed tariff revision as part of the price he paid for the Populist Kansas
Journal.
Great God Chance' should say. You
work, eaten dinner, and settled
Kansas has never had a cabinet po know where Mr. Dunlap got the convote.
sition,
but not because It has been ceit; his rival did not.
How can a convention that is going to nominate Mr. Bryan for president
yourself for a pleasant evening at
To the terms of the duel Monsieur
praise Mr. Cleveland for having "maintained the public credit and honor" and either disloyal to the party or doujt- ful,
save
during a few periods of men- Paul made most voluble
"stood firm as a rock in defense of sound principles of finance?" Mr. Bryan
home you will need to make the
Before these "spells
compared Mr. Cleveland's financial policy to the crucifixion of mankind upon tal abberratlon.
Latin objections.
on,
Kansas rolled up phenom
evening'spleasure complete with a
a cross of gold, and his whole putVlic career has been an uncompromising .ante
"Eet ees rldeeklous I will not ha(T
enal majorities for anybody nominat- - eet so zee Idea see deesgrace." he
protest against sound principles of finance.
d
on
copy of
the Republican ticket, but no chattered, but the seconds were inox- How can a convention that is going to nominate Mr. Bryan for president
praise Mr. Cleveland tor having upheld the authority of the Federal govern- cabinet offices came to reward the orable, and Monsieur Paul was obligment wh'le defending the rights of the state and local governments? As a loyaity of the voters. When the dark ed to submit.
protest against Mr. Cleveland's calling out the Federal troops during the and doubtful days came, no cabinet
When the hour for the duel arrived
Chicago strike, the Bryan platform of 1908 specifically denounced such "arbi- offices tempted a return to the fold,- the combatants took their places on
so
no
matter what she did Kan- the stools In the big. empty room nnd
that
trary Interference by Federal authorities In local affairs as a violation of the
never mrncu me recognition oil the lights were switched off. There
Constitution of the United States, and a crime' against free institutions."
J
111 me presiuciil S OlllClal
iiiriiiui-miliwas a mumbling In
No Democralc convention can praise Orover Cleveland without disparagsmall anteit b high time that Kansus room, and the voicestheof the
ing William J. Bryan. No man can exalt Democracy without censuring Pop- family.
seconds
was
given
po
of
the
honor
a
cabinet
resoluwere
will
construe
Bryan
doubtless
the
heard
Mr.
Cleveland
announcing:
ulism and Socialism.
sition.
Insult,
"Heads win. Dr. Dunlap will leave
tions as a personal
the room. Monsieur Piul will remain
The HayuNHl Plunk.
seated and press the button "
New York World.
There was the sound of a man de"To hell with the courts, to hell scending from the stool and his quick
with
injunctions
to
hell with the stride across the floor until Mr. DunNothing better illustrates the magnificent
of this country Judges who grant and
them," said William lap Joined the party In the ante-roothan the fact that today, almost the entire naval strength of our nation starts D. Haywood, former
secretary
then silence and darkness In the ason a long tour around the world, and within a few weeks nearly every battle, Western Federation of Miners,ofInthea
sembly room of the Hotel Durham.
A
ship of consequence owned by Uncle Sam, will be on the other side of the recent
hat is made of black
Chicago.
slK'eeh in
If the The scraping of the Frenchman for malinecharming
set smoothly on a wire frame,
Pacific Ocean.
to
Democratic
is
convention
national
the
button
was
on
the
heard,
stool
nnd
n
with
wide brack patin
There Is no country in the world which Is In the same position indorse Mr. Bryan's theories about then
edging
the swinging of a door at the It. The brim Is wide in band
leading home
as the United States when It comes to ability to sustain itself, without sea the courts and "government
front and ia
by in- end of the gloomy hall. Something
turned smartly up away from the
power.
junction," how can it do better than stepped out on the large bare floor face.
newspaper the paper that prints
Irrge, creamy roses with pink
Were every one of our ships of wir destroyed, the United States posseslan- and there cume
to incorporate Mr. Haywood's
the noise of a body hearts are set In a high cluster on
all
the news of the day imme- ses within her Interior enough resources to sustain her people. Her resources guage Into the platform.
HayThe
dignity and a few of her coast cities might suffer, but she could never be wood plank Is terse, concise, definite, shuffling its way up the hall toward the top.
diately
after it occurs. Do not
on
Monsieur
A sweet,
Paul
stool.
the
successfully Invaded.
suitable for postal card distribution
say of a garden in o,
smell
How's This?
for
wait
tomorrow morning's paTherefore this country is absolutely Independent when it comes to tend and has the merit of saying exactly baffling
A,rihy
became evident, all,) then
We offer One Hundred
Ing her men of war around the globe.
Dollars
what it means.
any
today's news, but read
per
"Mademoiselle!"
get
for
to
case
the
Frenchman
of Catarrn that canBut It la Interesting to note how the greatest sea power of the world
by Hall s Catarrh
shrieked in the darkness, "are you not beK. cured
Cure,
at handicapped.
Great Britain is about to begin her annual naval maneuvers
J.
news
CHEN
the
tonight, while it's fresh.
Br CO.. Toledo, O
there answer my God!"
Tlio Ful ure of China.
have known
She is assembling 301 fighting vessels of all sorts, and even then, she is leav. fL the undersigned,
The great hall flared up In a seche"ry tor the ,ast Ifc years, and be-F.
evening
The
paper covers the
Hartford Courant.
ing plenty of war vesela to guard certain vital spots of her domain.
nlra perfectly honorable
In all
and there stood revealed the Im- lieve
When Sir Robert Hart talks about ond
buslnes
She will bring together 301 lighting ships but there will still be enough
transactions
and
nnanclally
field
accurately
mense,
but briefly while
shaggy
form of an arctic bear ft h,torrjr out
obligations made
war vessels In the Mediterranean and in eastern ports to uphold British China his words have the weight in the act of embracing
a pale, pers- iy nig n rm.
which his half century of residence
is
news.
supremacy.
still
The morning pait
WALIJINO. KJNNAN
piring dandy a dandy who toppled
Wholesale rrugi..ti, MARVIN.
However. England would never for one minute dare to take the bulk of ami work in that country gives them. the next
loleef.
O.,
per
simply elaborates.
second In a swoon to the
Hall s Catarrh Cure la taken Internal-ly- ,
in the greatness
her fighting force and send it across the seas, as the United States is doing He's a firm
acting directly upon the blood and
floor while the only bear that ever mucous
of China' future.
He does not betoday.
system.
surfaces
of
the
Testllaughed
and wafted old world perTo keep posted up to the minute
The British people have no home resources to speak of. In case of war lieve that China will become an ag- Hold by all Druggists.
walked away on the shoulder of
and a blocka.de of their ports, the people of Great Britain would be doomed grexsive military power, drunk with fume
Take
read the Evening Citizen. The
Halls anilly Fills for
the lust of conquest, a menace to her fiance, Mr. Arthur Dunlap, U.
to starvation or speedy surrender.
S. A.
China
to
see
He
Christendom.
looks
Citizen is printed at 5 o'clock and
It Is for that reason that England Is spending one hundred and fifty million dollars each year to keep a navy twice the size of any other European lux .inn- a formidable trade rival of
delivered to your home by the
Ho you know that we operate SO
power. It Is for that reason that England could never wane a successful war the commercial nations calling themselves Christian.
In a London Mail machines In our plant every day?
l
mtwrtisuig means a
against this or any other American country.
time you are ready for it, for 60
interview he testifies that he found That's why ue can make and sell
prosperous biisiocKs.
The United States has the unique position nf beintt able to send practiCitizen
he
government,
tile
while
window
cents a month. If you do not read
.
Chinese
for
frames
brick
$1.80;
cUisim-mat
reaelic all
cally all of her fighting ships into foreign waters at any time, safe in the was in Us service, a
"most reasonable"
creeii doors at $1.00; porch swings
knowledge that her ports could be blockaded but her domain could never be
Citizen your are not getting
The
govei nment.
at $5.00. SuKTior Planning M1U.
successfully Invaded and her people never reduced to want.
is coming to you
all
that
We may always count on the extreme friendship of ilreat Britain, come
Keeping I p Appearance's.
what may. for Britain would no longer be the 'juecn of the seas If her ships
New York Mall.
were ever forced to tight at the other side of the world.
The trouble with the salaried man
Now Is
Time to
Neither neeil the United Slates fear war with any Kuropean or Asiatic
country for We can always send the bulk of our sea strength to the other side in many instances is due to his misof the world, secure in the knowledge that c have resources enough at home application of the republican doctrine
DO IT iVOW
Bvery mother dreads the pain attendant upon the most critical
to sustain our people and arm an equip thernjor battle on land, wherein of "social equality." He feels that
there should be no difference between period of her life. Becoming a mother should be a source of joy, but
England can never sleep while her coast line is not dotted with warship.
Nothing could better illustrate to the world at large the futility of war himself and hi employer, and fairly the suffering incident to the ordeal makes its anticipation one of dread.
loathe the implications of such a
with the United States than the long voyage of our naval strength which beMother's Friend is the only remedy which relieves w omen of much of
gins today. It Is a challenge to the world from the United States that she can term as "middle class," albeit his InIs
come
the pain of maternity; this hour, dreaded as woman's severest trial, is
certainly
in
class.
the
middle
any
or
still
time and
at
maintain her national
use her navy in any place
A caste system, under which differnot only made less painful, but danger is avoided by its use. Those
strength at home..
of income are frankly recogwho use this remedy are no longer despondent or gloomy; nervousWith all her ships. England in case of war, could not make the fight ences
nized, may be much more comfortwhich this country is in position to make to lay.
Are you looaiag ear suinnim
able than a democracy which has In ness, nausea and other distressing conditions are overcome, and the
THORNTON IKE CLEANER
system is prepared tor the coming event by the use ot Jlother
member the want telurxi ot The
It an element of struggle
nend.
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emergency remains to be seen. Prob.
ably their situation will be relieved
somewhat later on by business recovery; for already symptoms of the latter are In evidence, and the number of
decreasing.
idle cars is constantly
When earnings for July. August and
September come to be published, It Is
probable that they will show much
smaller losses than those of the
three months, which reflected
tne worst of tha panic so far as the
railroads are concerned. 'The crop
movement has already begun. This
will make increasing demands upon
tne railroads, as well as providing a
stimulant to other traffic. The most
unfavorable feature in the situation Is
the crop situation; too much rain, and
low temperatures during
the last
three weeks having made corn very
backward, and caused a decrease In
acreage In many sections. The low
lands have been severely flooded; not
only to the injury to corn, but also to
wheat, which may show a slight deterioration In the next government report. There is still plenty of time,
however, for corn to regain
lost
ground; and the condition of wheat
was so high a month ago as to leave
ample margin for a decline in condition without seriously impairing the
fine prospects reported on June 1st.
In brief, the crop "outlook Is not as
brilliant as a month ago, but no serious danger has been done, and there
Is abundant time
for improvement.
Cotton actually showed an improvement during the past month, and the
outlook for that crop is as satisfactory
as could reasonably be expected.
Money is a drug; both call and time
rates being excessively low. Our bank
reserves are piling up rapidly, and
have now surpassed the record, touch,
ing $400,000,000 or $120,000,000 more
than a year ago. This plainly illustrates the desirability of an elastic
currency system, in which we are sad.
ly lacking. Our currency should now
be contracting because It is more
abundant than needed. Instead It Is
expanding at a time when not wanted,
because regulated by the bond market
rather than by the demands of commerce and industry. As a result there
is a tendency to Inflation which Is apt
to retard rather than accelerate a
healthy and permanent readjustment
to new conditions. This over redundancy of funds Is a more powerful element In the security market than la
Many securigenerally appreciated.
ties are now as high as a year ago and
this in the face of business depression and shrinking dividends. This
cau be only partly accounted for by
the spirit of hopefulness, which
shows Itself In holding securities for better times which are sure
to come. Were it not for the great
abundance of cheap money, many securities would not probably be selling
at their present level. The market
unlimited
have
leaders, however,
funds at their command at low rates,
and are in a position to sustain the
market against all ordinary adverse
stocks are in
Influences. Briefly,
strong hands, the floating supply Is
light, liquidation has been thorough,
weak points have been thoroughly
eliminated, and the big men find l't-difficulty in .supporting the market against all attacks. The bear ele.
ment In the market is small, and
speculation Is on a much more restricted scale than usual, for no one
cares to part with stocks when believing that the worst Is over. The
technical position Is consequently a
strong one and opposed to lower
prices; albeit that current developments are frequently of an unfavora
ble character. Political scares and
crop scares must
anticipated.
be
There is also a possibility of labor
troubles In the event of an attempt
on the part of the railroads to reduce
wages, s nce It must be remembered
that organized labor has not yet accepted its share of the business reaction which has lately fallen upon the
country. But aside from these three
(Linger points, there Is nothing In the
situation of sufficient Importance to
counteract the Influence of an unlimi
cheap
ted supply
of abnormally
myfiey which Is still the controlling
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PASSED
First Six Months of Year Show
Decided Recovery From

Threatening Situation.
York, July 7. The first six
months of the year have closed, show,
ing a degree of recovery from the October panic which fully equals. If
nut surpasses, all reasonable expectations. It has been a period of somewhat painful convalescence, but the
Improvement has been pronounced
nd substantial, and if sustained for
the remaining six months of the year,
wl.l go far toward obliterating: the efOf
fects of last year's disasters.
course there are many unsatisfactory
features still remaining; trade and In.
dustry are restricted, and more or less
disappointment
dlscomforture
and
prevail In consequence. Unfortunate,
ly, It cannot be said that the process
of readjustment Is complete; contrac.
tion has been unduly severe In some
directions, and very Inadequate In
titers. Consequently the evenlng-u- p
process must still go on, and additional time will be required belore
conditions are restored to the normal.
On the other hand, It Is a matter of
congratulation that some vefy Import,
ant danger points have been safely
passed; a political crisis has been
averted; public opinion Is becoming
more sane In Its attitude toward corporations, and all Indications point to
tha election of Mr. Taft as our next
president. Business failures have been
much less serious than at one time
feared, and the credit situation shows
va-- t
Improvement over a year ago.
Financial Institutions which foil under
the strain of the panic have mostly
resumed and our banks are as a rule,
now exceptionally strong.
This does
rot by any means complete the list of
So much
favorable developments.
liquidation and house cleaning have
taken place that the financial situation has been greatly clarified, although frequently at the expense of
losses and difficulties which naturally
cloud the vision of those upon whom
they have fallen with great severity.
A great deal of the depression which
now exists Is confined to those who
have borne the brunt of the panic.
Those who foresaw Its coming, and
trimmed their sails accordingly, are In
a much more hopeful frame of mind,
and confidently look forward to a
sure. If slow, approach of better times.
In the stock market activity has
been on
limited scale as usual preceding a holiday. About $180,000,000
are being distributed in dividends and
Interest payments, a fair portion of
which will, as usual seek reinvestment. This demand affords some sup-po- rt
to the market for bonds, but Is
not sufficient to offer the basis of
peculation of the kind frequently witnessed at this period. Just now the
market, though neglected. Is under
the Influence of very conflicting conditions. Railromj earnings are In exceedingly unsatisfactory shape, current reports showing very heavy declines, and in spite of large reductions
In expenses net results are very dlsap.
pointing. Mnny roads, it must be remembered, have materially Increased
their obligations by the Issue of new
securities during the past year, nnd
as the result feel tha stress of hard
times more keenly than they otherwise would have done. Whether the
railroads will deride to advance rates
or redui- wages in order to meet the
New
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element In the stock market.
An element of some concern Is the
course of our national finances. The
fiscal year closes with a reduction ot
$60,000,0(10 in revenue. $48,000,000 of
this loss being due to the shrinkage in
Imports following the panic. There
was also a considerable loss in Internal revenue, much of which was attributable to the prohibition movement. A year ago, however, the government closed its books showing a
iiurplus of $87,000,000 In receipts over
expenses, whicn means a loss of about
$160,000.0"0 in the twelve months.
l'ontrsss has complicated matters by
making extravagant appropriations at
a time when economy should have
been the watchword. The treasury,
however Is still In strong position; the
government
being about
balance
$l"J3 lion. nun of
which more than
$ir.i).Oiio nun is In
the depositary
banks. This may be reduced shortly
by a call for $50,000,000.
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Love of light is the greatest
of the human soul. And since
primeval man sat In the glow of t lie

snapping camp fire, every age has
sought to Improve un the methods of
dispelling the darkness between sun-don and sunrise.
As a rule writers of history confine
themselves to the most Important details and events, and readers are too
prone to associate the people of the
past with the conveniences of the
present.
Few realize that previous to the Invention of the talliw dip, by Kinij
Alfred, the interior of the Saxon castles "and banquet halls in England
were lighted with torches held in iron
sockets on the wjIIs. of course they
smoked and flickered, and it is written that the wind blew the sparks
over the room, in ancient Itoine and
Greece the torch was the standard
method of Illuminating buildings and
streets, although lamps, burning fit
from a rush uick, were extensively
used.
The advent of gas I. gins ws quickly overshadowed
by tha discovery
of petroleum. And then after thousands of years after groping about In
almost absolute darkness, the electric
light, discovered only about a score of
years ago, gave the nearest substitute

w

Berlin July 7. This airship is the
limit, it is as long as many an ocean
fcoing
and She biggest aerial
r bu.it. It in the fourth of the
craft
monster Zeppelin sky boats .
Count Zeppelin Is one of the oldest, but most Indefatigable aeronauts
In lieriiiany.
lie is an advocate of
bigness in airships. His earlier creations were fchaiply criticised by the
other experts both private and of the
army, hut they ma it good.
This vessel surpasses them all In
s'ze. It is 445 feer lontr. has a diame.
f r or 4,., fee, has three ,45 horse-- i
ponei moturs and is bu It for a speed
t, .f J 7.
- any
on ii 'ur. uie I.,ucsi
of his earlier machines recorded was
31 miles.
It is fitted with wireless
telegraphy
apparatus, a P"W'crful
fcearchllaht. an.i .,, timiima
.
.... ruei
.
i
..in
..i inny sunicte-hto per-- 1
init Us remaining In the air 100 hours.
leeping accommodations being pro-- !
for the crew. A condition of j
.
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the building contract was that It be
able to maneuver at an altitude of
4 'inn
It has a lifting capacity
of 16 tons and will carry two tons of

huii.t

Count Zeppelin recently made a
trial trip In his huge craft, and suc- ceeded In steering it to his entire
Isfaction.
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KET PICNIC" AT
Cleveland, Ohio, July 7. A Mr.
Rockefeller, an oil dealer,, who has a
three story house and several lots
which he calls Forest Hill, out in
Ea'. Cleveland, was among the guests
at the basket picnic given the other
day on the lawn at the home of itev.
lr. Chas. A Eaton, by the Baptist
ministers of this city. He is spending
the summer here.
(
This Rockefeller man was the real
cutup of the party. He's a tall, rather
spare man, with cheeks that are beginning to show the chiseling of time
and gray hair that is a little raggedy
about the edges. But he's a gay old
boy. He came to a party with a handkerchief peeping gayly from his breast
pocket, and wore a striped waistcoat
ana a blue checked shirt. Everyone
seaiuad mightily pleased to see him.
They Bhook hands with him, told
him how well he was looking and the
young mothers brought their babies
for him to see. He pinched their little
fat legs and patted their heads, and
seemed really sorry he had no namesake among them. The mothers were
,
sorry also.
The name of one little girl, reminded him, he said, of an old friend, "a
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CLEVELAND.
lovely Christian

woman, a beautiful
"She Is
not with us today," he remarked,
glancing playfully about, "so 1 venture
to mention her age."
He was Just full of those funny
quips and quirks, and the women
thought him Just too nice for anything. Most of the men let hi in see
they knew he was present.
Two of the ministers had a wrestling match and Mr. Rockefeller complimented the victor. He wanted to
,know what the minister ate, and nod.
ded approvingly when he was told
"nuts and cereals." "1 am told that
gruel Is fine for babies," he remarked
to the young mothers.
The ministers were to have played
hall, but It was so hot they called the
game off. Then they talked athletics.
This Mr. Rockefeller plays golf since
his retirement from active business.
"It's a great game and fine exercise," he assured them. "It teaches
men to be generous, and to take no
unf Mr advantage of an opponent."
"Kinging door bells Is the best exercise I know of for a minister,", observed Rev. Gabrjel Magulre. the
wrestling champion, and Mr. Rockefeller smiled.

character,"

who is now 76.

tl.

A little want ad, day by day,

Dees the work you draw the pay.
It sees the peop e you don't know,
And helps you make your business grow.
also used to increase the temper 'and!
lesmuiiy ui Biee lur iwiu luuis.
xiio
fusing point of tungsten is higher
than any other metal, which enables
it to operate at tha very high efficiency obtained in the tungsten lamp.
Tungsten lamps are made on the
same principle as the common incandescent lamps. They look about the
same but the filament is longer, looped several times in the glass bulb and
anchored at both ends.
It is not alone because the tungsten
lamps give better quality ot light than
any other artificial 'lllumlnant that it
takes first place in the lighting world,
of economy and will give three times
of economy and will give three tmlse
as much light as the ordinary electric
light for the same amount of money.
light
incandescant
The ordinary
consumes 3.8 watts of electricity per
candle power. The new tungsten lamp
consumes only 1.2 watts or less than
a third. This means that with the
the
Bame amount of lllumlnatilon
e!eertc light bills are reduced
The life of these lamps is
they work
labout 1000 hours and
equally as well on direct or alternating current.
Every effort In the laboratories of
the electrical Industry Is bent toward
economy for both producer and consumer.
The latest development in
electric light, which will save
of all the electric bills, Is but
another long step in the right direction,

sunlight known to man.
Since then great strides have been
miade In artificial lighting, until only
a few days ago the scientists announclight.
ed the new tungsten electric
which Is predestined to revolutionize
electric lighting.
The light from the new tungsten
incandescent lamps In pure white and
is very closely allied to natural sun
shine. It Is the first artificial Ulumln.
ant by which all colors can be dis
tinguished. Color Is an ocular con
cepthm. Without light there Is no
color. Red Is red only because it
has the quality of absorbing all other
colors of the spectrum and reflecting
lights In
the red rays. Artificial
which the yellow, violet, or red rays
predominate cannot be used to match
colors. Under the clear white light of
the tungsten lamps violet is not blue;
pink Is not red; and blue Is not black
as when looked at under any other
kind of artificial light. The most delicate tints show clear and true.
Tungsten, or Wolfram, Is a metal
discovered in 1781 and named for the
Swedish "tung" (heavy) and "sten" NoTici; or mtsT mkktixu of
CKKIMTOHS.
(stone).
It Is not found native but
occurs as tungstate of Iron and manIn the District Court of the Untied
ganese In the mineral "wolframite,"
States for the Second Judicial Disand as the calcium tungstate.
The
pure metal, which was produced only
trict of New Mexico. In Bankruptcy.
a few months ago in the electric furof the Reliance Elecnace, is a bright steel gray, a hard In the matter
Company,
tric & Construction
and brittle crystalline substance. It Is
bankrupt. In ISankruptcy.
to actual

HAVE YOU A

ROOM TO RENT?
OR A MOUSE?
i

Do you know that people are almost fighting
for quarters right here iii Albuquerque, and now?
An ad like this

FOR RENT Large, well furnished,
well ventilated front room, modern
OO Blake St.
and sanitary.

The Albuquerque Citizen will secure
you a tenant at the small cost oi
placed in

two-thir-

of the Reliance
Co.,
of
Electric & Construction
Albuquerque, In the Coun;y of Bernalillo, and DiHtrlct aforesaid, a
bankrupt.
Notice Is hereby given that on the
12th day of June A. D. 190H, the said
&
Construction
Reliance Electric
appeal to tho
is every Co. was duly adjudicated bankrupt:
walk of life and are essential to permanent and that the first meeting of the
creditors will be held at the office of
success and croditalile standing. Aceor-inglthe referee, In room 4. State National
it is not claimed Mint Syrup of Figs Bank building, Albuquerque, N. M
and Elixir of Senna is the only remedy of on the Hth day of July, A. D. 190S,
forenoon. at
linown value, but one of tuuiiy reasons at 10 o'clock In the
which time the said creditors may at.
why it is the licst of personal and family ten 1. prove their claims, anil appoint
laxatives is the fait that it cleanses, a trustee, Examine the bankrupt, and
may
sweetens and relieve-- the internal organs transact such other business as
properly come before said meeting.
on which it acts without uny debilitating
JOHN W. WILSON,
Referee In bmkruptey.
after effects and without having to increase
July Is:, A. D. 1!0.
the quantity from time to time.

3

times for 35c, or 6 times for 50c.

J. D. Eakln, President
Q. atom), Vice President.

Chsa. Mellnl,
Bacbtcbl,

O.

Secretary

Trearara.

Consolidated Liquor Company
M

ttecceasora to
EAKIN. aiul BACUECHI

ELI VI

GIOMJ

To the creditors

Truth and
Quality

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
vrythlag la nook fa outfit
Ap
most fsttldloat bar oomploto

tbo

appointed exclusive agents In tha Southwest for Joe. a.
liaie
set. lit. Win.
and KU Loula A. II. C. Breweries; YeUtMtone
iireen River, V. II. Mc Brayer's
lar Brook, Louis
T J
Monarch, and other brands of whiskies too numerous Hunter
to mentioau
WK ARE NOT COM rOCNDEKS
But sell the straight article a received from, the best Wineries
Distilleries and Breweries in the United States. Call and Inspect
our Stock and prices, or writ for Illustrated Catalogue and Prtoa
List. Issued to dealers only.
ben--

y,

n

;

It acts

naturally and
truly as a laxative, an it component
parts are known to and approved lj
physicians, as it is free from all objection
able substances. To tn its beneficial
effects always piinha-- ' the
by the California Tig Syrup
Co., only, and for s ilc by aU leading
pleasantly

1

I

genuine-manufact-

ured

Take a Vacation.
Now Is the time to take a vacation,
get out into the woods, fields and
mountains ar.d visit the seashore, but
do not forget to take a bottle ot
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy along with you. It
is almost certain to be needed and
cannot be obtained on railroad trains
or steamships. It is too much of a
risk for anyone to leave home on a
journey without It. For aale by all
druggists.

I

Convenience - Comfort - Security
Tba telephone
make
the
duties lighter, the cares less
and the worries fewer.
TOU NEED

x

A

' The
telephone
preserves
your health, prolongs your ttfe
and protects your hone.

TELBP HONE IN YOUR HOU1

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
mc )jsxw-)sjotPOjK3sjoK)-

3

cmx.TomomomomomomomomomotZ.

page

ran.

VT

I

JMBUQUERQTTE

ATLANTIC

MALOY'S

PHONE 72

EXCURSIONS

JJ1

.

Saturdays, of each week, final limitto
Via Lo Angeles rate
Nov. 3(i.
S&S.00, fame limits.
$35.00 Tues-

Angles and return

of

days, Thursdays and Saturdays
each week, limit Nov- - SO.

San Diego and return $35.00. Tuesf
days, Thursdays and Saturdays
Mch wet k. limit Nov. 30.
Oorunado Tent City and return $35.00,
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays of
Mch week, limit Nov. SO.

T. E. PURDY, Agent

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

umomoo

Ma Knocked Iovtl and Knit Over at
Will He
lirought Here.

Xutl Station

lWMy

San Marcial, July

7.

(k-ciui)-

.

Jl. A. Peterson, a brakeman on local
freight No. 874, running between this

city and Deming. was run over and
Irmlantly killed by a train, which
passed over the center of his body,
cutting him in two. The accident occurred at s o'clock last evening as
Mr. Peterson was opening a knuckle
on the water car at Nutt station. He
ts prominently known here and was
formerly a resident of Albuquerque,
where he was for years in the employ
tif the D'ltlelly Drug comitany of that
city. He was also a great favorite
among the railroad men.

July,
Pork July.
Lard July.
Uim July,

LANDS

CASE

DISMISSED

IN COURT

Judge McFle Omtslio Indictment on
Motion of IHstrlct Attorney
Leahy

ct

Chicago Livestock.
Chicago. July 7. rCattle Receipts
l,ro0; strong to shade higher; beeves,
$4 8018.35;
Texans,
$4.50 h 6.30;
westerns, $4.603 6.70; stockers and
feeders. $2 60(ft5.00; cows and heifers. J2.40c,i 6.30; calves. $4.50016.25.
Sheep Receipts 10.000;
strong;
westerns. $2.75 i 4.80; yearlings. $4.50
i 5.5ii;
;
$
4.00 'n 7.25
western
lambs.
lambs, tt OOiii 7.25.

do.
New

prefe".

V

i

,

rural

k

.

very well known Pennsylvania
Southern
here and Is survived by four brothers t'lnon Pa'Pacific
If
ami one sister. MUt Teresa Peterson, United States Steel
employed at the strong book tore.
do preferred
He is the youngest of the buys and
was 11 years of uge. Ueii his four
kansuM lily Livestock.
brothers and lsier. he is urlved by
Kansas City, July 7. Cattle Rehis mother, who resides at No. Mill ceipts 6.000. Including l.ooo southfeoulh Third street, his father being erns; strong to 10c higher; southern
as to what steer. $3. 50(ii 6 00; southern cows,
dead. It is still undeeldt-disposition will be made of the body, S2.254I 3.80; Makers and feeders,
which will arrive here tomorrow $3.00ii4.80; bulls, $2 76 ti4.50; calves,
morning, and the funeral will either $3 00SrV.00; western steers, $4.75&
take place from one of the undertak7 70:
weMern cows. $2.50Y 4.25,
ing establishmei.ts or from the resiHogs Receipts 9.000; 5 fl 10c highdence on South Third street. The de. er; bulk of sales. $6.45 fi 6 60; heavy.
ceased was at n time employed ut $6.55 fn 6.65; packers snd butchers,
toe O'Kielly drug stoic and the news $6 45ri6.60; light, $6 loft 6 50; pigs,
of his death was recflved with much $4.7517 S. 25.
by hl many acquaintances in
Sheep Receipts 6,000; 10c higher;
this city.
muttons, $3,75 0)4 50; lambs,
4.50in
7.UU; range wethers, $3.754j 4. 25; fed
Ctops itching Instantly. Cures pilts, ewes, $3 25 C 4. 00.
Mr. Pelt

win

it- -

New York Central Lines

runt

zina, salt rheum, tetter, itch, hives,
herpes, scabies Doan's Ointment. At
For the bent work on Htitrt wmlst
any drug store.
patronize Hubbs Laundry Co.

Weather

Goods

Boys' underwear, all sizes, at 25c
garment.
5c, 10c and 2oc
Iiidles' vests
10c, 15c and 25c
Girls' Vests.
Canvas shoes for men, heavy oak
$1.50
soles to give good wear
Hoys' canvas shoes
$1.25
25c to $1.50
Men's straw hats
Boys' straw hats
25c to 50c
In
Camping utensils
tin or granite
good
ware. Everything In
kinds of
lunch goods for the mountains
5c
I'kg. figs
And everything In the grocery line
at lowest prices at

.......

CASH

BUYERS'

UHION

"MICHIGAN CENTRAL'

From St. Louis

$33.10

TELEPHONE

Good for return

tl

W. li, HAHN & CO.

II"big;folr route"

fFOR

30 days

CRYSTAL

Canada, Adirondack Mountains and St.
Lawrence River
EDWIN TEARS, Colorado.

LYNCH,

JULY 2d TO 8th

WYATT SISTERS
Singers, Dances and Violinists

Passenger Agent

MALCOMMIS

Denver, Cote,

Passenger Traffic Manager.

CHICAGO

Parlor JugyU'r
m

J

i
:
GROCER :

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the largest and Moat Exclusive Stock of Staple Orecetiee la
the Southwest

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
ALBUQUERQUE. N.

RJUI.ROAD AVENUE

.

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.
ALBUQUCRQUK

NtTW MEXICO

i

Capital aod surplus, $100,000

INTEREST

ALLOWED

ON

Kmcyacmcmcmcmcmomomcmcmo

m

SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

i

ooooooooooooo

Fiist Rational
ALBUQUERQUE, N, M.

Capita ana
Surplus

United States

"

(Depository

$250,000

wjeumjeKje&aomxi9omoomQmo
BUILDERS'
usr.

Correspondingly low fares to

f8?I.

AND

m

coox3ok)X3ojoK3oX)1

FINISHERS' SUPPLIES

CASH ONLY"

CCCItXJOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXICXXJCXJO
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THE WHOLESALE

W OO D

VIA

WARREN;

ESTABLISHED

L. Be PUTNEY

Genuine American Block
$6.50 per Ton
ilandscreened Cerrillos Lump
$6.50 per ton
Quality and Quantity Guarantied

OR

Cor. 3rd and Marquette

nvMimooK Bito.

112 John St.
Phone 5H0
s
a Spociulty. lUnt
Saddle
tlrlvcru In the city. Proprietors of
"Sadie," the picnic wagun,

CHILDREN'S SHOES....
Flo Repalrinc A Specialty.
IOS NORTH FIRST STREET

"LAKE SHORE"

CO.

Highland Livery

MfcN'S, WOMtN'S AND

VIA

1017 Seventeenth Street

"OLD RELIABLE."

122 Ntrtb Sicoad
HH DOLftK. Pni!

P.MATTEUCCI

$29.35

From Chicago

8.

Phone

O-

Every
Thursday
Until September 24th Inclusive

GRANDE LUMBbK

RIO

garment

Hoi-mc-

Boston and Return

d

u

Hot

nt

j

.

To figure on that bill of lumber.
Our lumber comes from our owe
mills located In the best body of
timber In New Mexico.
A large stock
dry spruce
of
dimension on hand. Why not buy
cheep?
the best when It Is Just
It will pay you to look into this.

Dr. E. J. Alger Of this city, who
ha. been spending the past few weeks
isitlng relatives and friend in the
east, will arrive home tomorrow on
the limited. Dr. Alger has alo been

e,

e
ork Stckn.
New York. July 7. Following were
closiiiK quotations on the stock ex6S
HI
93
104
122
8714
148
39
105 hi

GIVE US A CHANCE

jutant.

same as It had done in several other
cates, he said.
attending college at Chicago, where
A large number of cases Involving
hr took a post graduate course In denthe same state of facts and which Set tistry.
up transactions exactly Identical to
the transaction alleged in the Phelps
IMilge conspiracy
Indictment were
quashed by Federal District Judge
Lewis of the federal court In the dis
trict of Colorado hist winter, Judgt
Lewis holding that the transactions
were not offenses against the laws of
the United States and not violations
of the provisions of the coal land
Underwear for everbody.
laws.
Men's light weight shirts and drawers in black, blue nd ecru, at 25c

T-

Strong Block 2nd and
Copper Avenue. Telephones
Office 75, Residence 106.
Office

A

A. R.: There will be
of U. K. Warren pot
thN cvrnlng at 7:30 at the residence
Count ltonl do t'a.Mtcllane several years ago.
of J. G. Caldwell, 217 West Silver
London, July 7. Madame Anna band, were married at the registry avenue. T!y order of Kd. Jnhnson,
Gould, divorced wife of Count Bonl office in Henrietta street, off Covent post commander. J. G. Caldwell, ad-

COAL

Supt. Falrvlew and
Santa Barbara
Cemeteries

Lady
Attendant

mm-Hiiir- ..

today. A subsequent cerede Castellane, and Prince Helle de Gardens,
mony was 'conducted at the French
Sagan, a cousin of her former hus Protestant church on Soho square.

Private Ambulance

Embalmer

-

V4

48c; Sept., 41 He.
115.50; Sept., $15.70.
$9,37 4; Sept., $9.47 Vt.
$8.65; Sept., $8.80.

change tod-- :
Amalgamated Copper
Atchison

and

Attention, G.
Prince lo Susan anil Annu Gould. uhow niarriuirc- txliif vn oHrbriitoil
after a mtA-- of
iiicioViit. follouinir Mlw ;iil,IV
to a calicd meeting

July,
72

Director

eec-rctar- y.

530.

72N.C
Daw

Funeral

Konular meeting of the W. R. C
at 130 tomorrow at Ited Men hall. A
large attendance is desired. By order
of i he president. Sadie Bowdlch,

r

WHEELS

F. H. Strong

I'AIlAGItAPIIS.

lKltSONAL

Don't Forget The

Grain and Provisions.
Chicago,
7.
July
Wheat
S7c; Sept., 89fcc.
Corn July,
72c;
Sept.,

omvmocmomjmomomumwomcmcmo90909X3eKmo9omomomomi

m

All nleht Ions; there were
nnnanl
calls on hospitals to to go to the aid
of those overcome by heat and humid
ity. When the early morning list or
victims was made UD today it was
found that 21 persons had died as a
direct result or weiather conditions
hours. Re- in the past twenty-fou- r
norterl nuostrations numbering hun
dreds and thousands not so serious
were treated at their homes by phy
sicians.

Firt

CAR

Everything in the Hardware Line.
Farm Implements of All Descriptions.
General Agents Studebaker Vehicles.

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.

Pioneer Bakery,

UNDER

White Mountain Ice Cream I'rcezcrs

Motioi

f.

Richard
Acting Rear Admiral
Walnwright, commanding.
(flagship! Captain Qual- trough; 24 guns. 14.94 tons, 19,000
horse power, speed 19 knots.
Reginald
F.
Nebraska Captain
Nicholson; sister ship to Oeorgla.
New Jersey Captain W. H. K.
Southerland: sister ship to Georgia.
Rhode Island Captain Joseph B.
Murdock: sister ship to Georgia,
Third lHvlsinn.
Ssvoiul S;iiimIi-oi- i
Rear Admiral William II. Emory
commanding second squadron and
third division.
Louisiana (flagship) Captain Kos
suth Nlles; sister to the Connecticut.
Virginia Captain Alexander Sharp;
sister to the Georgia.
Ohio Captain Charles W. Rartlett;
16,000 horse
20 guns, 12.500 tons,
power, speed 18 knots.
A.
Greenllef
Missouri Captain
Merriam; Ulster ship to Ohio.
Fourth Dl vision.
Seaton
Acting
Rear Admiral
fichroeder, commanding.
Wisconsin (flagship) Captain Henry Morrell; 18 guns, 11,525 tons,
366 horse power, speed 17.2 knots.
Illinois Captain John M. Bowyer;
sister to Wisconsin.
Kearsarge dipt. Hamilton Hutch-In- s;
22 guns. 11.525 tons, 11,954 horse
power, speed 16.9 knots.
Kentucky Capt. Walter C. Cowles;
sister ship to the Kearsarge.
Fleet Auxiliaries).
Panther Repair ship, Commander
Valentine S. Nelson.
Glacier Refrigerator supply - vessel. Commander William S. Hogg.
Culgoa Supply ship, Lieut. Commander John B. Patton.
compleAjax Collier, merchant
ment, Jos. Hutchlns, master.
Tankton Yacht-lik- e
tender or
"mal' HPatch boat. Lieut. Command
er Charles B. McVay,
Surgeon
ship,
Relief Hospital
Charles F. Stokes commanding.

BRAKtMAN DIES

T

ALL SIZES.

JUST RECEIVED.

White Frost

Come to our store and let us show you the very latest and
without doubt the most elegant, serviceable, economical and
sanitary Automatic Refrigerator on the market.
All sizes. Trices right.

ROLLER SKATES

Santa Fe, N. M., July 7. (Special).
United States District Attorney D.
J. Leahy appeared before Judge John
R. McFle In the First Judicial dis-trcourt of this territory on the
United States side this forenoon and
IV THE FAMILY CIRCLE
moved to dlsmlws the blanket indict- EASIER CITIES
tlnttar PrM rw hrfiRit Ift A ffPneral fft- -l
ment for conspiracy against Phelps-DodgLouis I). Hicketts, Charles A.
orlte. Visitors often ask: "Where do
Spiess and others. The connection of
you get this delicious bread 7" An- ARE SWELTERING
."
C. A. Spiess as charged in theindlct-mesrwer of course: "At the Pioneer
alleged that ho had prepared
So with home folks and guests
the entry papers for certain entry-me- n
alike our bread, cakes, pies and other
7. Four deaths
New York, July
who had made entries of coal
pastry are popular to a surprising de
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
lands In the county of San Juan, and and more than fifty prostrations oc
free. You'll know the reason when
was the attorney for Phelps-Dodg- e
& curred In this city from heat between
you taste them.
Co.
noon yesterday and 10 this morning.
St. IamiN Wool.
New York, July 7. After a breathA reporter called on United States
St. Louis, July 7. Wool steady, un
District Attorney Leahy and aked less, sweltering night during which
changed.
what he had to say concerning the many spent a sleepless night on cots
case, to which Captain Leahy replied or fire escapes the sun came up this
Money
Market.
St.
207 South
New York, July 7. Money on call that he had rioting to say, "only the morning with a promise of greater
As early as 6 o'clock
discomfort.
easy, I H per cent; prime mercantile United States after careful investigastreets were blistering hot and not a
tion
of
the
matter
the
decided
that
4
3
(j
paper,
Awmoum
per
hi
cent.
Wmtt
Railroad
400
government was not justified In fur- breHth of air was moving. Thermom
ther prosecuting the case and there- eters on the street level registered s;
Spelter.
fore exercised Its right to dismiss the at that hour with constant movement
7.
Louis,
July
Spelter
St.
lower,
ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL I4.25G 4 21 hi.
THE OLDEST MILL IN THE CITY
The Metals.
When In need of aaali, door, frame,
New
York, July 7. Lead quiet,
mc Screen work a siiecuUty. 400 $4.44 H fit'4.47 V4 ; lake copper
steady,
South First street. Telephone 461.
12
'u 12 Tic; silver,
Ba-ery-

White Frost

liL

3

Hocontl IMvlsion.

6an Fraud"" and return
Thursdays and
direct line,

I

system of refrigerat'on and most
Finest automatic
reliable, practical, medium priced refrigerators on the market

Firxt Siinlrii First llvlln.
Connecticut (flagship of Sperry)
guns.
24
Captain Hugo Ostcrhaus;
16,500
16.000 tons displacement;
horse power, speed IS knots.
E. Vree- Kansas Captain Cha-s- .
land, sister ship to the Connecticut.
Minnesota Captain John Hubbard;
sister ship to the Connecticut.
Vermont Captain William C. Pot
ter; sister ship to the Connecticut.

$45.00 via

fxw

FOR 1908

possibility of towing the little craft
for long dl.tnnci'S. The towing to
Samoa and the PhlllppincA if contin
Rent upon the success of this expert
input.
Admiral lnytmi, now In command
August
of the Puciflc f let t. will I
1, and It Is considered probable that
Admiral Swinburne will Fueceed him
In command of the Pacific fleet and
take it across the Pacific anil back.
Following is a complete st of the
Atlantic fleet, the commanding officers and the formation of the various
divisions:
Atlantic Ilcft.
Hear Admiral Charles S. Sperry,
commander-in-chie-

(

dry-a- ir

1

MALOY'S

JTTLY T,

Refrigerators

((Vnillnnttl tYinii l'nse One.)

The old song, "Just as
Good,' has a false ring to
it, because the people are
discovering that there is
no other line of Teas and
Coffees as good as Chase
& Sanborn's.
Sold only at

Baa

SA6AN MARRIES ANNA GOULD

RETURNVOYAGE

Have Alwayt Plemed You

251

DE

O004s0000000000a000
High orade

BEGINS LONG

FLEET

Chase & Sanborns
Teas and Coffees

BATTLESHIP

Tn3SIAT,

CTTTZESl

NEW PICTURES
AND SONG

Paint Nom
Native and Chicago Lumber. Slierwtn-VYUilaiHalldlnff Paper, Plaster, I J me. Cement, Glass. Saab. Duon,

Et.. Etc
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W.
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423 South First

BALDR1DCE

L. TRIMBLE & CO.
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WI1

LIVFKT, 8 A I.E. FEED AND
TRANSELH STABLES.
Horses and Mules Beugnt
euanged.

aofl
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DENTISTS
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Room 12
BEST TOURNOUT8 IN THB CI1
Second B.reet between Central a
Coeper Avenue.

N

T. Armijo Bldg
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Hotels and Resorts

VISITS

Mnr,
For Information

Cltlsen. Albuquerque. N. M.
concerning any of the place adrsr-Uae- d
In thin column and for descrlptWe literature,
call at Ths CI. lien offlc or writ to the Advertising

Spcrtal Train Itmrliig- Crowd of New
Yorkers Arrive Here oil Way
to ravine tXmot.

SAN DIEGO SEMINARY SAN DIEGO, CAMF.
A telnrt Pchnol for Girls ami Young Women.
Prepares for high grade
College and Universities. Superior advantages In Voice, Music, Art, Elocu-

tion, Language, Athletics Swimming' Gymnastics etc. A most superb homo
"With attractive grounds.
School opens Sept, 16th. Write for catalogue. Mrs.
F. A. Woodin Bus. Mgr.

STONE HOTEL
JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS

ORIGINAL

BATH HOUSES
Stage line from Bernalillo
to Jemez Hot Springs in
one day. Stajre leaves Bernalillo Tuesday & Saturday

f

i.

OTERO,

AN IDEAL,

W.

Fro.

I.

TRIMBLE'S

SUMMER AND HEALTH RESORT.

Cliffdene-on-the-Pec- os
Located among
d
hills on the Pecos river, 2
miles from Rowe
station on the main line of the A. T. & S. F. Good hunting and fishing
makes this the most delightful resort In New Mexico. We meet trains Wednesday and Saturdays. Parties coming on days not stated kindly write me.
Kates ill. 60 per day. 18.00 per week. Meals 60c Transportation from station
pine-cla-

V

Mrs. H. E. Bergmann. Rowe. N. M.

$1.00.

HOLLENBECK HOTEL
LOS ANGELES

Bilicke

A. C.

TWO NEW ELEVATORS

John

S. Mitchell

NEW FURNITURE

NEW
NEW PLUMBING
Fifty Thousand Dollars Worth of Improvements made Jthis season for
Ccsvetier. ce, CcT.!ort and Safety.
riRE-PROOriN- O

Headquarters for New Mexico
Electric Cars to &cd from Railway Depots, also Beach and Kcuctain Resorts, stop at our deer The HcIItabeck Hotel Lafe ii More rcpular 1 han Ever

THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumder, Glass, Cement and Hex Fiintkote Rooting

First and Marqoette

Albuquerque, New Mexico

REASONS WHY
YOU SHOULD PATRONIZE THE

Occidental Life Insurance Go.
Of New Mexico and Arizona

BIG IRRIGATION

It is a home industry.
It keeps the money at home and makes it available to promote local enterprises.
It wrote more business the first year than was expected.
It has paid all of its obligations..
It is an Old Line Legal Reserve Company.
It writes the standard policies established by the Laws of
New York, the most exacting ever enacted.

Albuquerque
J

Foundry and

Machine

Work

.

MOVING

MRS. ASQUIIH IS
REAL

Her

HuMltuml Ilus

Moili'v

Haul (

Las Vegas, N.

the Title but

PruoUoilly England's Ruler.

s

(Spe--ln- l.

at a profit of JT.uuO within a few
day.s, is now engaged in an immense
irrigation project for L'olfux county
by which he plans to reclaii 1 1 4,000
acres of land.
The project includes a dam 140 feet
high on the Cimarron river. The
dam Ls to be of cement and with the
additional works necessaiy to conI serve
the flow of the river so as to
f form a lake several miles in length,to
4 which will provide water sufficient
3 irrigate thousands of acres of land.All
Dr. Morley is now in Chicago.
plans for the project are complete
and it Is expected that work will begin within a. hoit time.

MavJUno

11a

IS

BOOK

RINK
IALL EXPECTED

Keen

five-doll-

moving
most modern,
picture machine ha been installed at
the new Skating Kink and will be
put In operation for the first time tomorrow evening in addition to the
regular skating program which will
begin as usual at 7:30 and continue
An exceptionally good
until 8:30.
program consisting of new moving
pictures, the subjects of which will
be announced at the performance tomorrow evening, and some Illustrated
Bongj which will be sung by the favorite tenor, O. C. Scholly. will be the
attraction, the program lasting forty-fiv- e
minutes. The machine will be
operated by J. H. Cook, formerly with
the Crystal theater.

London, July 7. The premier of
England U Herbert H. Asqulth, but,
he Is premier hi name only. The real
premier Is Mrs. Aaquith. She Is prac-- i
tlcally England's real ruler.
In open defiance of everyone she
announces publicly xuch a man will
be removed and such a man will be
given a high position, and everything
comes out Just as she plans. Her husband gives In to her, and admits he
cannot dominate her.
All London Is talking about the situation, which many declare is absolutely shocking, don't you know."
But Mrs. Asqulth rules on with an
Iron hand, and contents herself with
circle of friends that agrees with
her. One of her closest companions RID ILUL STORM
la Miss Maude Allan, the dancer and
IX KtMXMlltO COCNTY
operatic star.
San M irclal. July
7.
SHvlal)
Mrs. Asqulth is fast dividing LonReports from citizens across the river
don society Into factions.
this morning say that the hall storm
of last night totally destroyed all
LOUDON'S JERSEY
fruit, alfalfa and garden stuff
PAKM
) riddled and the damage Is calcuCREAM.
ICE
rntK
lated at several thousand dollars.
The hall storm was one of the worst
FEE'S ROOT BEER. THE RFEli experienced here In years
from
OP QUALITY. WALTON'S DRCd reports received here It and
extended
STORE.
across the entire county. The hall
fell for many minutes and riddled
every de- growing crops. It was accompanied
Our work la RIGHT
by a heavy rain.
partment. Ilobbaj Laundry Co.
veg-tatlo-

ar

lUtx-it-

e

of "lTogrcwHlve

Cop-l-

e

."

Kites and Lyons have
sample copies of their

Messrs.

ceived

Sample

new-book-

native

02-60-

kit.,-...!.-

ALBERT FABER
H. COX, The

.

(Continued From Page One.)
Decatur Ind; Messenger to secretary,
W. V. Richardson Danville Ky.; messenger to chairman, Ernest Brasley,
Sullivan, Ind.; parliamentarian, N. D.
Crutchfleld, Kentucky; official stenographer. M. W. Blumherg, Washington. D. C; chaplains, Tuesday (opening day) Right Rev. James J. Keane,
rchbishop of Wyoming; Wednesday,
ltev. C. F. Relmer, Denver, Colo.;
Thursday, Rabbi Samuel Kerch. Seattle, Wash.; Friday, Rev. P. T. Ramsey, Denver, Colo.
To Nominate Thnrwlay.
The committees on credentials, per.
manent organization, rules and order
oi business, platform and resolutions,
will proceed with their work after the
convention has taken a recess until
tomorrow. The program for tomorrow provides for completion of the
permanent organization, address of
1'ernuinent Chairman Clayton and the
report and adoption of the reports of
committees appointed today. It Is expected the nomination of neither pres.
Ident nor vice president will be made
before Thursday. That day the head
of tne ticket will probably be nomln-ate- u
and the selection of a vice presidential candidate Is expected to be
pohlponed until Friday after which
the convention will adjourn. There is
reason at present to expect the convention to extend beyond that day.
Tin' Clcvrlnnd Resolution.

At 2:31 the convention adjourned
until noon tomorrow. After Dunn had
on
Cleveland
read his resolutions

Denver, July 7. During the night
Denver rolled up and put away the
curtain of leaden gray clouds which
yesterday and the night before ob
scured tho sky, and when the conven
tlon crowd awoke this morning it was
to find a perfect Colorado summer
day Installed. There was never a
cloud from the horizon on the east
to where a
mountain
chain shuts off the west, and the sun
was out In all his glory. To the per
fectlon of Denver's human arrange
menu for opening the convention the
weather added a cloudless morning.
and a bright promise of mure to come
A distinct novelty at the convention
Large quan
Is snowballing In July.
j titles of snow
were brought from the
mountains and It has been piled In
the streets around the hall, where the
visitors can stop and snowball on their
way to and from the hall.

3 ;
(

Central

CLAIRVOYANT

PLATFORM

!?

Plumber

Phone 1020

Dew itt

Courtney

Phone

Phone

sky-pierci-

No.

I

Your

Goods

Wants

Delivered

"Makes the best grade of Ice Cream
in the least amount

Black
leather book with
Singer Bewlng machine cards in
side. Return same to Singer Ma
chine office, 218 V4 S. Second.
LOST Bay mare, weighing about
1100 pounds. 706 Slate Ave. Re
ward.
WANTED Sewing by the day. 1104
North 2nd St. Phone 1483.
LOST

of time."

SIZES FROM 1 QUART!
TO 12 QUARTS

REFRIGERATORS

FOR SALE.
Homo, 4'heop, In Highland.
Lot o0xl42,
frame, bath.
Improve
barn, coal shed, modem
ments, fine location, newly furnished
by Strong. $2,800.
J. BOIMt A D A I I.E. Agent
Office, Corner Third and Gold.
TTr. . a mtl.l
..a .u anllnn r.f thf hnw.
els. a single dose of Doan's Regulets
Is enough. Treatment cures habitual
25 cents a box.
constipation.
Ask

74.

Peerless Iceland Freezer

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.

therp were loud cheers for Parker.
He took the platform and said that your druggist for them.

Ice Tongs, Ice Picks, Ice Chisels,

Refrigerator Pans, Lemon Squeezers, Ice Cream Dishers, etc.,' etc.

AUGER
R A ABE & M
FIRST ST.
M5-U-

N.

7

REPORT OF THE CONDITION
OF

The Bank of Commerce

Lommori & Co.

Colombo Theater
31

416 NORTH SECOND ST.
Phone 4T1.

NEW MEX.

RESOURCES
Loans and Discounts
Cash and due from other
All other resources

Phone 791

323 S. Second St.

NEW STORE
NEW STOCK

At the Close of Business, July 6, 1908

,

bran rtclica
bran
ever sold, $1.75 pec bundled. Clean.
Iem milling wlieat.
1
- W. Fee,
8. 1st. ItKine 16
W lUt

Actual Cost

for the next ten
days

re-

"Progressive Albuquerque," and
they are all that the public could anticipate for a descriptive book of Albuquerque to send to eastern friends.
The bonk is the largest and most
complete publication of the kind ever
published on this cltyv The descriptive story is well written and tells of
the resources and beauty of the city
and its environments In honest sentences, eetiing forth facts Instead of
fiction, as has been the case In most
of the recent souvenir books of Albuquerque. "Progressive Albuquerque"
Is a book one can send to trends and
then not have to apologize for the
wrong Impiesslon
the book gave
should the friends happen to drop
Into the city. Twenty or more leaves
of the book are solid with half-ton- e
pictures of street scenes and buildings.
Publishing
The Fites-Lyocompany is having 25,000 of the
books struck off and will offer them
to the public within a short time.

To close out our
remaining stock of
refrigerators, we
will sell them at

fam-belg-

OF ALBUQUERQUE,

files and Lyons

I

cr

In-

stalled As Addillonul Attraction.
A

for

7.

PICTURES

AJSKATING
ie

Kin-I-

July

M.,

Dr. K. A. Morley of thU cay,
who recently purchast-and sold a
tract of land in the Maxwell grant

SOUVENIR

PREMIER

of Ijis Yt'irMM 1 "la n.i to
KUcr and
Thouaiids of Acres.

iiiiari-o-

t

MALL. Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaft- legs. Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Irnn
Fronts for Buildings.
m mitootmitt
JVspa're on Mlnlne M mm
Albuquerque. N M
Foundry east side of railroad track.
.

lr.

d

Sec'y and Gen Mgr.

President.

IN COLFAX

PROJECT

J H. O'Rielly,

Joshua S. Raynolds,

Ensconced In a solid train of compartment cars, with a diner In the
middle and a buffet car forward,
making the finest spwlal train ever
passing through this city, the Cortel-yo- u
club of Brooklyn, N. Y., arrived
from the east at 11:20 o'clock this
morniiig and left at 1 o'clock for the
west, en route to the Pacific coat.
The C'ortelyou club b a social organization on pleasure bent. According to Mr. Frank W. Meyer, manager
of the club, who is major domo of the
trip and of every function whatever
the members of the club propose,
whether It Is a kaffee klatsch or a
polo game, the organisation is one
big family out for a good time'. There
are over 300 members in the family
when It Is in Brooklyn In Its club
house on the farm of the forefathers
of Secretary of the Treasury Cortel-yoThe club house is three stories end Is the centerpiece of four
acres of btautlfully parked grounds
In Klatbush suburb. Twice a year the
club goes on a pilgrimage, the destination of which is voted upon by the
members of the club, but the organization Is so large that all the members cannot go at once, no In October
another special train of members of
the Coriplyou club may be expected
here en route to the Pacific coast.
The Itinerary of that train will be
exactly the amo as the itinerary jf
this one.
This train left New York City July
2 and traveled over the New York
Central lines to Buffalo, via Lake
Shore to Chicago, via Big Four to St.
Louis, via C, B. & g. to Kansas City
and via Santa Fe to Albuquerque. The
route from here takes In the Grand
Canyon, Los Angeles, San Francisco,
Portland, Yellowstone Park and back
to Brooklyn.
There Is little evidence that there
was a panic on Wall street last fall
In
the equipment and accessories
which are available to the pleasure of
the Cortelyou club a It is traveling
on the special train today. An electric piano Is conspicuous In the drawing room on the rear of tho train.
Every compartment bears evidences
of all the luxury money can buy. Servants run here and there at the beck
and call of the members. The bill
cf faro furnished by the Harvey system calls for the acme of the best
things to eat known to culinary art.
In the buffet car drinks from champagne to beer and Clysmlc water are
furnished at five cents a glass. A
man by the name of Adam, who
ciaims to be a imon pure scion of
the original Adam, opens a bottle of
chair.jasrne In this car every minute
a id ?ometlmc. doubles.
The pieM nt trip was planned three
years ngo and other trips are already
being organized for the future. Tha
excursion made by the club previous
to th's one was a pilgrimage Into the
Aillrondacks. The name of the club
is a trifle misleading.
Many believe
that because it Is called the Cortolyou
club it should be a political organization. This is not. so. Secretary Cortelyou is an honorary member of the.
club. Five days of the week the club
house is at the disposal of the women
members. The men have exclusive
use of it the other two.
u.

TICKETS SOLD AT

nd,

REFRIGERATORS!

ALBUQUERQUE

e

I,

he had Intended to Introduce the res - 'Mfc
olutlona which he
but Instead
of Insisting on a vote n hi resolu'
tion be seconded Lun't resolutions, j
ARE IN CIRCULATION wmcn were immediately aaopieu. im,
resolution Is:
"As It has pleased the Ruler of the
tlio City and Universe to remove from our midst
llogti Money KmclM
Grover Cleveland, late president of the
Several Mrrlints , Have Narrow
United States, who, three times, was
l'.MiiilH-the candidate of the Democratic par
bills are In ty, be It resolved that we, delegates
More bogus
circulation In this city and several of the party In national convention
merchants had narrow escapes yes- assembled, recognize in blm one of
terday, although, up to the present, the strongest and ablest characters
Fa
One met known to the world's statesmanship
none has been "stung."
chant, however, appeared at one of and possessed to an extraordinary de
the local banks and presented a five- - gree of the elements of leadership,
dollar note for Inspection, saying that and by his able, conscientious and
he Just received it from a lndy cus-- j forceful administration of public
In his Dlace of business In pay- -, fairs, reflected honor upon his coun- mcnt for some purchases. The bill try and his party; and, resolved, that,
looked rather suspicious to him and we hereby express the deepest sorrow
before making the change he wanted' at his death and extend our warmestg
to Inquire as to Its genuineness. Upon sympathy and condolence to his
told that It was worthless he ily, and that this resolution be spread
returned It to the owner, who was upon tho records of tne convention
also unaware of Its being counterfeit and that a copy be forwarded to Mrs.
and who Is now trying to think where! Cleveland; and, resolved, as a further
she cot It. Others are believed to be! mark of respect to his memory the
In circulation.
r
convention do now adjourn until 12
rr 'w .
v
o'clock (noon) tomorrow."
When
the convention hall was
.', '..U-a -?
-jr.:-iif
JUDGE MAY HAVE
opened at 11:10 a cordon of police
BUCjUISEBSSH
was drawn up around the building to
prevent the crowds Impeding ticket
CABINET OFFICE holders. The hall filled rapidly. The
hall Is decorated with flags and bunting and Is spiendidly adapted to conof
A picture
If Tuft Ii liloxtcd Gllliorl Will Prolia-ll- y vention purposes.
Washington Is over the stage and to
Be Given lwt folio.
the left 8 a picture of Jackson.
In the seating of delegates Nebras7.
Close
friends ka holds the place of honor, being
Washington, July
of Judge Newton W. Gilbert, who directly In front of the stags. Alawas appointed member of the Philip- bama and Texas occupy front row
pine commission at the Instance of seats on either sidu. Music Is furthe retiring secretary of war, William nished by the Alamosa cowboy band,
H. Taft. says that If Tart is elected which played patriotic airs while the
president Gilbert will become a mem- crowd was assembling, (he tune Dixie
ber of his cabinet.
making a big hit and arousing cheers
Judge Gilbert halls from Angola, whenever It was played.
PLUMBING, HEATING, GAS AND STEAMf ITTING
enInd. His rise has been rapid. He
The number of delegates In tho contered politics as a candidate for state vention is as follows: Alabama 22,
Climax Garden Hose, guaranteed the most durable.
senator and won. Later he was elect- Arkansas 18, California 20, Colorado
ed lieutenant governor, but resigned 10, Connecticut 14, Delaware 6, Flor
Latest things in Knamel Hathroom Fixtures. . . .
when he was elected to Congress to ida 10, Georgia 28, Idaho 6, Illinois
fill out an unexpired term.
04, Indiana 80, Iowa 20, Kansas 20,
401 West
Ave.
He was appointed judge of first In- Kentucky 26, Louisiana 18, Massastance In the Philippines at the end chusetts 32, Maine 12, Maryland 16
of this term and there met Taft, then Michigan 28, Minnesota 22, Missis
governor general.
The friendship sippi 20, Porto Klco 6, Missouri 36
T.
that resulted has strengthened with Montana 6, Nebraska 18, Nevada 6
the, years, and Taft'a high opinion of New Hampshire 18, New Jersey 24
most eminent, accurate and reliable Trance Clairvoyant In the
The
Inhis ability was Instanced In his
New York 78, North Carolina 24,
world has permanently located In your clt), and If you are In doabt or
sistence upon Gilbert's being named North Dakota 8, Ohio 46, Oklahoma
trouble call and see htm. He glros advice apon all affairs of Kf
for his new position.
14, Oregon 8, Pennsylvania 68, South
mt ail
Iove, Law, Marriage, Divorce. Mlnlnjr, Real Estate and
Carolina 18, South Dakota 12, Texas
kinds. One visit will convince yon of the powers of this wonderful
36, Utah 6, Vermont 8, Virginia 24,
man, and that you can obtain happlnesa, contentment and Mcees
Central Avenue. Rooms 5 and B.
through following his advice. 808
CHAIRMAN BELL IN ADDRESS Washington 10, West Virginia 14,
Honrs, 9 .30 to 6.
Wisconsin 26, Wyoming 6, Alaska 6
Arizona 6, District of Columbia 6, Hawaii 6. New Mexico 6. total 1002. The
number necessary to nominate Is 602

COUNTERFIT BILLS

CORTEIYOU CLUB

A.

PAQB FTVM.

ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN.

T. ItOft.

Moving Pictures
and Illustrated Songs.

Pretty Typbrt.
Charmed Sword.
Two Brothera.
Utt m Good Wine.
A
11 le

Groceries, Vegetables

& Fruits
Men's Furnishings

I

Banks...,.,

965.048.84

t84,tt7.TI
26,200.00

Music hath Charms,
Conqueror, Rabies Will Play,
Day by tlie Sea.
NEW SON'GS.
.'11ANGL8 A WEKK S
Sunday, Tuesday, Friday.
SUNDAY

Genuine Imported No. 1 Lucca Olive
Oil. Guaranteed PURE J J jt

tl. 376, 086. 62

HOTEL DENVER

LIABILITIES
Capital paid In
Surplus and profits
Deposits subject to check . .
Tune certificates of deposit.,
All other Liabilities

ISO. 000. 00

81,247.06
623,008.09
469,102.81
62,628.6a

tl. 376. 086. 63

Corner Second and Coal.
Rest f 1.50 per day Itouse In
city; lowest rates, week or
4 month. American plan. Aoooin- 4 inodatlona tip top. Come.

Admltadon lUo. Matinee Wednesday, Saturday and Sua day.
Children, Saturday, 5c

000000OeK3K)0000
Itio Gramle Valley

Heavy, Impure t.!
makes a muddy, pimply cotui.xi.iii,
hcadachci,
nausea,
Thin t!or4 makes
you
palf. si kly
Murdock
BlKi.l Hitters maki'8 the hl...
rich,
piTti'cl health.
i'l, iun
1

Territory

of New Mexico, County of Bernalillo, ss.
I. W. S. Strkkler, Vice President and Cashier of the above named bank,
do solemnly swear that the above statement Is true to the best of my
knowledge and belief.
w. 8. STRICKLE R,
Vice Pres. and Cashier.
,
Subscribed and tworn to before me this 7th day of July, A. D. 1908.

Correct Attest:

KOLOMON LUNA.
J. C. BALDRIDOE.
W. J. JOHNSON.

R.

'

MERRITT,
Notary Public.

M.

IniliKt-Mtlou-

land

ft.

JOHN BORRADAILE

.

wi-ii-

t'EU'S GOOD ICE miTAM
AND
CE CREAM SODA.
WALTON'S
RL'G STORE.
Want ads printed
til bring results.

In the

Heal Eitiate and Invertnieuta
Colleect Rents of City Realty
,
Olfk-eCorner Tided and Gold A
Hltone MS
Albuquerque, K.

at

Tlie rapid Increase a oar
is due to good work and fakr
ClUen ment
of our patrons. Habits laundrt
Ca

j

It

'

ALmrQUEnorrK

PACK SIX.

ATHLETES GENERAL

BEST

OF TERRITORIAL

AMERICA

T OWNS

TCKSDAY, JTLY 1, UH8.

"Don't Shift the Players
About," Says Veteran

NEWS

REPRESENT

ptttzkn.

M r.

player who would fit In well, being
tall and fast on his feet. At the end
of three days play Kruger was lame
frotii cap to cleat and could scarcely
hold a bat
The reason for such a condition was
traceable to the fact that Kruger, In
perfect form for his outfield place, be.
came crippled by the short, Jerky
movements required of him at first.
An outfielder's muscles are drawn
to a longer tension and he develops
a free and easy stride. Bring him to
the Infield, especially to first or behind the bat. an I he will "tighten."
if you notice, a catcher usually

United States Has Chance Interesting Notes From the
Busy Places and New En.
to Win Some Best Events
terprlses In New Mexico.
k iLln Olympic Games

Business Man

Let us present a few facts' on the subject
of advertising for your consideration
Next to having goods of merit to sell is the importance of letting the
public know that you have them. Here is where careful thought should
enter into the proposition. Much money is wasted by the thoughtless
choice of advertising mediums. In every city is the clever solicitor for
programs, calendars, handbills, and all sorts of schemes in which your ad
may look pretty, but where it is not read, and consequently brings no
returns. When you buy newspaper space you are sure that your advertisement will go into the homes of the subscribers and will be read by them,
and, if you have what they want, they will come to your store and buy.
The same good judgment should govern in your choice of newspapers.
We maintain that the evening paper is the better medium, because it goes
to the home at a time when the entire family has time to read it and plan
a shopping trip for next dayj

Tucunicari, N. M., July 7 tSeclal)
The John Grler hotel company has
taken charge of the eating house for
the Rock Island and Kl Paso Southwestern ruilways at this place and
along the line of the two railways.
The railway hotel at this place hasf
been remodeled and the service Improved greatly.
League has
The Business Men's
rented the Odd Kellows' Hall for its
ft
O
regular meeting place. Dr. C. J. K.
j
Moore is ucting temporarily as president of the League in the absence of
President V. W. Moore.
S. M. Wharton, editor of the
News. Is taking his annual
vacation and Is on a hunting and fish,
ing trip in Western Coirax county.
Hon. Reed Holleman of this city,
was the speaker of the day at a
Fourth of July celebration held at LoGEO. VAN HALT REN.
gan. A large crowd of people attended the patriotic celebration at
(By George Van Haltren).
ranks with the slowest runners on a
Goes into the home in the evening and is read there where the whole fam- that place.
Once u star of the New York Giants, team. That is because he is always
C. H. Rankin, a business man of now Captain, manager
and center In a cramped position. The muscles
ily has a chance to see it. A morning paper is often carried to the office
this place, who has been at Battle fielder of the Oakland club in the Pa. and 'ligaments draw together and leg
Creek, Mich., for several months con. ciflc Coast League.
speed reaches a premium.
by the man of the house, who does not have time to read the ads. but only
valesclng from a serious, Illness Is
After more than an ordinary run
Place an Infield man In the outer
soon
will
improved
and
years
upon
much
of
the diamond, one thing gardens.
He leaves his regular poskims over the news headings.
be home again.
above all others has Impressed itself sition in perfect condition. Stretchsteps
taking
are
upon me thoroughly.
The city trustees
ing from first or scooping them up at
We have a large number of letters giving the opinions of big advertislooking forward to tne Incorporation
To change men from one position third, short or second resulted In no
Is
city.
a
believed to another, especially from the out- stiffness.
It
ers who use evening papers almost exclusively. We will publish these
ot Tucumcari as
the affairs of so large a population as field to an infield place, results In
A game or so in the strange field
letters from day to day. Their views are valuable.
Is to be found here now would be no end of harm, not only to the play
finds hfm with a stieh in his side or
handled much better If the city fath- er, but to the club which employs him. walking lame. The free running is
ers had more power conferred.
Various duties entailed at different something new to him and he feels
The weather ma nreports that the field positions call into play sets of the effects.
thermometer lias gone as high as 105 muscles which soon become attuned
Much benefit would ensue if manROTHSCHILD & CO.
JOS. HOME CO.
agers or captains In making tempoin the shade this season. With the al- to that pirticular station.
Chicago.
Pittsburg.
A sudden change which places an rary changes could arrange so that
titude and the dryness this heat does
Is my opinion that the evening
"It
"In case of special sales to mate
not cause Inconvenience.
outfielder at first or behind the bat men used to certain positions might
papers
are more thoroughly read in
them effective, the news must be pubresults in physical soreness which In be placed correspondingly.
the home and this is the aim of the
lished in large space the afternoon
many Instances does not wear away
Melrose, N. M., July 7.- - (Spfc-inl-)
For
Instance a catcher could be sent
A. SLATER.
FRED
advertiser."
before."
GEORGE HAMMOND,
to first or vice versa with less harm
The First National Bank ha mov-i- u for days.
Adv. Mgr.
Adv. Mgr.
As an Instance I might recall the to player and club than to bring an
Into Its new building. The bank is
y
brick edi- case of Kruger, who played left field outfielder from his position.
one of the finest
THE BAILEY CO.
CO.
Of course emergencies must somefices in the Territory and the bank for my Oikland team last year. An
Cleveland.
New York City.
has a splendid equipment. R. S. Ried injury to the first baseman made It times be met In thv most available
by all means. Eighty
"Evening;
"We
consider
the evening paper the
of Clovls. N. M.. Is the president and necessary to shift some one to first. way. but in many instances better reper cent of department store custombest medium for department store
After looking over my material I sults might be obtained by carefully
S. A. Jones of this city is the cashier.
even-la- y
women.
They
are
ers
the
read
advertising."
a. B. PECK,
Splendid rains have visited this sec- discovered that Kruger was the only figuring along the lines referred to.
papers."
Adv. Mgr.
tion the past week and the droutn
S. M'CARRENS. Adv. Mgr.
J.
which was proving a real handicap
THE
BENNETT CO.
which Inaugurates Its tenth season.
has been providentially broken. It
"THE FAIIt"
Omaha.
rain will safe- MANY NEW PLAYS
Mclntyre and Heath will go on tour
Is believed that the
Cincinnati.
paper Is best! Sure!"
"The
evening
with a new play. "The Round Up" is
guard the season's crops.
paper.
evening
"Best
results
from
WM. KLUNE, JR., Adv. Mgr.
leased
to
Is
been
make
practically
has
Us
first
what
hotel
The Melrose
The only time I use a morning paper
FOR COMING SEASON road tour, as it has been seen nly In
by J. S. Ashby of Futica, Kentucky.
Is Sunday, for Monday's business. BalCALLEN DKR, M'AUSLAN A TROtJP
"Forty-five
refurlargest
the
four
renovate
cities.
and
will
Mr. Ashby
ance of the week the evening papers
CO.
goes
Broadway"
From
Minutes
also
throughout
nish the hotel
do the work to my entire satisfacProvidence.
on the road again, as will Messrs. Guy
L. C. West of Mountalnview, Okla., Klaw uiul Krlanger Will Have NuW.
H.
tion."
SCHRADER.
"We
consider the evening paper
merous lUiTiit Plays on liie
Standing and Theodore Roberts In the
He is
is In the city for a sojourn.
Adv. Mgr.
better as a general thing, for it
Komi.
dramatization of Sir Gilbert Parker's
Interested In business property ana is
usually
the home paper."
"The Right of Way." In conjunction
also president of the Savings bank of
WM. C. ELLIOT. Adv. Mgr.
LEASCRE BROS.
New York, July 7. Messrs. Klaw with Mr. Joseph Brooks Miss Lillian
this city.
Erie.
Russell's tour in "Wildfire" will be reO. E. Devoult was the lucky holder and Erlanger have announced a synpapers
"We consider the evening
WM. HKNGERER CO.
sumed after her New York engagef a coupon trade ticket No. 20n, opsis of their plans and enterprises
best by all means, finding by inquiry
. ment.
Buffalo.
which was given by the Rowe Hard- for the theatricul season of l08-9that the people do not have time or
"We do most of our advertising In
In the spectacular field Klaw and
ware company of this city to Its pa The ramifications of this firm are so
take time In the morning to look a
the evening papers."
a prize or a wide that Its plans usually embrace Erlanger expect to evolve the largest
trons. The ticket
paper through."
H. T. LEASURE
DB F. PORTER, Adv. Mgr.
the operations and schemes of the musical production ever attempted In
i;d buggy which was given away by wholeeountry,
theatrically speaking. this country when they place on the
to
a
reward
las
brothers
Rowe
ine
Over a thousand In the Klaw and Erlanger offices In stage "Little Nemo," which will be
their customers.
the New Amsterdam theater building, presented for the first time this aupeople attended the drawing.
New York, which are also the execu- tumn. They will aUo present a new
tive offices of Al. Hayman, Klaw and play by Paul Armstrong called "In
Wlilard. N. M. July 7. (Special)
Mr. C. E. Butts, who has been the Erlanger, which transact the business Time of Peace," a play by Langdon
theatrical syndicate, MiU'he11, dealing with the colonial
local agent for the Santa Fe Central of the
own way,
Railway, has accepted a position with bookings are looked after for a cir period in our history; an elaborate after his business in his
in their association with Klaw &
tne general offices of the same rail- cuit of theaters comprising 95 per melodrama by Edmund Day, the au- but
playhouses In thor of "The Round Up," and a com Erlanger will have the advantage afway and left Monday for Santa Fe, cent of the flrst-clus- s
the United 'states and an equal per- -' edy by the same author, entitled "The forded by probably the greatest the-to
to begin his duties.
centage of the first class traveling Widow's Mite," in which Lillian Rus- atrical organization In the world
The Socialists held a big pow-wosell will appear later In the season. exploit attractions In which they are
here July 4th. Some of the head men companies.
Jointly.
Klaw and Erlanger manage more In addition to thia, John J. McNully interested
of the party from Albuquerque were
participants in the flow of words. The theaters than any firm in this coun-- . is writing a play for them callea
try, and in the Dast ten years, in con- - "From Harlem to the Battery," and ROGERS PAYS B!G
meeting passed off with no difficulGet Read- y- Write for Catalog
ties, except the slight disturbance Junction with their associates, they they will also produce "The Barrier,"
when every member was trying to have built several playhouses, among founded on the novel of the same
SUM TO SETTLE SUIT
them being, two In New Orleans, two title by Rex Beach.
occupy the floor at the same time.
In association with Frederic ThompThe Wlilard Record, the town pap- in Chicago, the New Amsterdam the- son,
Messrs. Klaw and Erlanger iner of which everybody is proud. Is ater and roof garden and the Liberty
Oil Magnate Would Rather Spend
by putting In theater in New York, and the practi- tend making a big production of "CinNew York, July 7. It would not be adding to Us equipment
$50,000 Tluui Appear on Witcal reconstruction of the interior of derella" about holiday time, In which
urnrlslng to close students of ath another press and other machinery.
ness Stand.
to keep the New York theater. Besides the Mabel Taliaferro will be seen in the
Eugene
Intends
Forbes
Editor
gritty
the
Horr,
M.
F.
if
letics here
metropolitan theaters above mention- title role. They will also present sevthrower, should up with the growth of the town.
Syracuse weight
ed they are interested In New York eral big dramatic offerings in
Boston, July 7. The 50,000,000
"cop" a first in the Olympic games
with Mr. Thompson.
in the Broadway theater; are the lesof Cadwallader M. Raymond
suit
ARRIVAJS.
HOTEL
in London.
They are interested with Cohan & against Henry H. Rogers, In which
sees with Cohan and Harris of the
greatest
man
undoubtedly
the
Horr,
new Gaiety thater, which opens in Harris In the tours of George Cohan Judgment for the defendant was filed
Alvnrado.
A. WOOD
with the discus In the country, was
H. C. llfeld. September, and are Joint lessees with In "The Yankee Prince," and Victor in the supreme vurt a few days ago,
Vegas;
C.
Las
J.
Snell.
selec
early
In
the
absolutely forgotten
In
Moore
New
York,"
Al.
"The
Talk
of
Hyaman
of
Vegas;
agreement
Charles
and
Frohman
the
ty
of
has been
Vegas; W. C. Simons, Las
tion of men to represent America. Lus
theater. With and in George Cohan's new play litigants for $50,000. The action,
E. Stern the Knickerbocker
H. C. Martin, Philadelphia;
When the ship carrying our team sail. Kitz, Kansas City; C. O. Safford, Kan- th.ir associates they also recently which will open the Gaiety theater
was We are the
ago,
years
People and sell every
began
which
four
ed the slight accorded Horr was tne sas City; It. E. Tulshell, Las Vegas; purchased the Park theater, Philadellogemer Wltn HO egTeia tney arei hR.it nn a claim that In 1874 RoserS
chief topic of conversation.
Interested in "The Follies of 1908" made a royalty contract with Benja-an- d thing from a Garden Hoe to a
phia.
J. Cutler. Raton; Miss Dawson,
in "The Soul Kiss" with Mile. mn
The criticism of the men responsie.
The firm will send on the road next
S. Luna.
Qreenough for a secret
Pueblo;
Huthen,
F.
H.
ble for his being left behind became Los Lunas; M. L. Orear, Kansas City; year the never-fallin- g
in the season a new(,,.SH invented by Greenough for reIiter
"Ben Hur,"
North
play which John
and! fining crude oetroleum and making
bo great that an apology was made W. A. McLaunhlln. Mercersburg, Pa.;
George M. Cohan are preparing for oil
and he was started for London on R. Flelsherl, Nogalea, A. T.; W. N.
Greenough and his
Second
Street
,i7':i.'sOTiTnrm''iii,mi'g3ar3 Alice Lloyd, called "The Bonnie Belle heirs In 1878 assigned their rights to
the next boat.
Vilas and wife, El Paso; C. N. Gilmer
put
of
Scotland,"
by
will
be
forth
In 1W06 it was Melvln Sheppard and wife, Louisiana;
Raymond,
Rogers
charged
Hdnassle,
who
that
II.
them.
applied the process to 2,000,000,000
that was left in the lurch.
Chicago.
They are also Interested In "Mary's! gallons of oil
Ijamb." with Carlo & Marks, and In
Rogers. It is stated, preferred pny-ln- g
Help for Those Who Have Stomach
St urges.
the three "Merry Widow" companies'
WITH AMPLE MEANS ANDiUNSURPASSED FACILITIES
Trouble.
$50,000 to appearing on the witAgain
Colo.; J. D.
&
J.
Burke,
Lamar.
J.
with Col. Henry W. Savage. The ness 'stand in his present state of
After doctoring for about twelve Carpenter, Kettner, N. M .; H. S. Far-be- r,
managers mentioned above have their health and being subjected to a seyears for a bad stomach trouble, and
O. M. Walrath, Golden. N. M.;
we urge
own systems and offices, each looking vere
spending nearly five hundred dollars Emil Bibo, Cubero; F. Flalz, Las
for medicine and doctors' fees, I pur- Vegas; N. Mirabal, San Raphael; A.
01
sick
every
chased my wife one box of ChamberSTOMACH
Geiia, San Mateo; J. J. Keegan, Globe;
Tablets,
Liver
and
Stomach
lain's
man and
Ind.;
OF L15UQUERQUE, N. M.
Kdilh Phillips, Lngansport,
which did her so much good that she
E. Hoban, Denver.
woman to
continued to use them and they have diaries
Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation
done her more good than all of the
coin me nee
Li
(irand Central.
Ti
and Solicits New Accounts
medicine I bought before. Samuel
W. J. Hanna, Charles Hanna, San
taking the
Bover. Folsom. Iowa. This medicine Marclal; A. B. Mason, Gallup; W. H.
D !
is for sale by all druggists. Samples Schafer. La Junta; A. B. Wlllson, San
;r
free.
ta Fe; Prof. Do Manro, Jemez
We know
Springs; B. V. Davla, Grants; Mrs,
Doctor Nacamull will be back froo John Saachlns, El Paso.
it will help
Europe In September and will be
OrrtCBHS AND DIRECTORS
Tht endorsement upon the back of each check is evidence that
you wonhis office In the N T. Armljo bulldlni
Savoy.
SOLOMON LUNA, President
the party received payment,
about September 15. 1908.
1 y,
Brother Cyprian, Bernalillo; J. W.
ful
der
S.
W
STKICKLER,
Vice President and Cashier
Jameson, Virginia; John Metz, FlagThis endorsement makes each check an indisputable receipt for
Twenty-Fiv- e
Onu Is the Price of staff;
so
N.
don't
H.
Veal,
Crucea;
Las
Lena
second
bill
time.
the
the
paid.
No
need
Peace.
W. J. JOHNSON, Assistant Cashier
amount
to pay any
clay.
The terrible Itching and smarting. Ferguson, Denver.
it's
Pay
by
safe
the
way.
check
William
Mcintosh,
J. C. Baldridge,
Is
to
diseases.
skin
certain
Incident
Cralge.
exceptonal advantages for checking; accounts, both
We
M. Blackwell.
offer
A.
E. Cromwell.
O.
almost Instantly allayed by applying
from
Get
bottlt
Druggist
your
a
V. E. Butner. G. F. MeCormac, S
Chamberlain's Salve. Price, 25 cents.
iarge and small. '
or Dea'.er and let it prove to you,
A.
Wlnslow.
S.
Lund,
Harrer,
druggists.
by
all
For kale
personally, how good it is in
Just received a carload of glass. I jet
Ttie iluce to get seasoned lumber.
of. Dytprptia,
cases
Iniigntion,
you
quote
prices.
Lumber
us
Suiierior
Superior Lumber and Mill Oc's plant.
Crampi, ' Diarrhoea)
Cottivenetf,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Co.
and Mill
Biliousness and Malarial Fever.
STAGE TO JI1MF.Z IJRAYES 811
AND SURPLUS $200,000
CAPITAL
Want ads printed In tlie Citizen
WANT ADS
AVKST GOLD EVKKY MOKXENG AT
brkig
will
5 O'CLOCK.

London, July 7. America has sent
to London the greatest team of athletes that perhaps ever represented
any nation.
Neither In muscular development,
conduct do the
vitality or gentli-manlAmerican boys suffer by comparison
iv It i the youths representing the older nations of the earth.
With the athletes on the ground
from all parts of the world, It is
for the Trst time to make
anywhere near a conservative guess
as to the prospects of Uncle Sam's
boys In the great Olympic games.
events the team
Of the twenty-twcompetes In on track and field, It
l.viks as if Old Ol.iry should romp
first In fourteen.
Much depends however, on the outcome of a claim made by Irish athlete., who will give our boys the
keenest competition.
I'nless the Irish .athletes are allowed to compete as an Irish team,"
with their identity not concealed behind the general term of "United
Kingdom," they will refuse to enter
the games. Such action would mean
America would most likely win more
than fourteen of the 22 events.
America ought to get first, second
nd third places In the 100 and
Robertson,
events. Rector,
Huff, Cartmell, Campbell and Clough.
an can each do the 109 yards and
IS Inches (100 meters) In 10 5 seconds, and the 200 meters In 22 seconds. There Is no man on the other
teams so far as Is now known, who
can do the 100 In less than 11 seconds
or the 200 in less than 22 5 seconds.
imeriea has fair chances only In
event, with Hiliman,
the
Taylor, Merrlman and Atlee.
The foreigners will have to hustle
race, for
for a place In the
America has Sheppard, Bromilow,
IJghtbody, Sheehan, Pilgrim and Garner In the event.
Judging from the comparisons we
have little chance of capturing the
and
honors In the
events from .the Britons and
Swedes. In order to finish "in the
e
event, Amere
money"
icans will have to cover the distance
None of the AmeriIn 25 minutes.
cans entered have done it.
Morrissey and Hayes, who finished
first and second In the Marathon In
Boston, have reasonably good chances
of making a showing in the Marathon.
hurdle, Oarrells,
In the
Shaw and Smlthson should figure one,
two, three. Each man Is capable of
turning the trick In 15 5 seconds
or better.
The best the foreigners
can do is 15 6 seconds.
' America seems to be sure of the
n
hurdle, with Bacon,
and others.
Con Leahy of Ireland can do 6 feet
2 inches In the high jump.
The American men Porter, Gedney, Pattermen.
son and Moffltt are
America will hold her own in pole
vaulting, with Gilbert Cooke, Ballah
and Nelson.
The hop. step and Jump Is an Irish
game, but the Irish practice two hops
and a Jump not being allowed, will
pluce the Irish Jumpers at a disadvantage and will be in the Americans'
favor.
standing lumn should go to
Th
Ewry, Beller, Sheridan and Adams,
to Ralph Rose.
and the hot-p0
The J300.000 stadium, in which
spectators will witness the com
petitions, will be dedicated by King
Kd ward.
o
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CLASSIFIED ADS
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THEY REACH MORE PEOPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH

Decant The Cttlaen la a
home paper. It la either
AcUtcm fry
MTter
the bowse or 1 emrrled
home by the business
man when his day's work
la done ami It STAYS
THERE. A morning paper la usually carried
down town by the head
of the family and hurriedly read.

8
6

WANTED

PERSONAL PROPERTY

LO.X3

MONEY to LOAN

WANTED

Davis &Zearing

Work by the day. Call
at 301 No. Seventh St.
WANTED Colored porter. Apply at On Furniture, Pianos, Organs Horses,
The Complete
Southf-rhotel at once.
Wagons and other Chattels also eh
REAND
SALARIES
WAREHOUSE
WANTED Grain sacks, brans, lead, CEIPTS, as low as $10 and as high as
copper, ilno, pewter, alunilunm, tin $200. Loans ar quickly made and
foil and rubber E. W. Fee, 602-80strictly private.
Time: One month
20B W. Gold
to one year given. Goods remain In
South First St. Plione 16.
Have the finest thinjf In the oven
yout possession. Our rates are reasWANTED
Everybody to have
onable. Call and see us before borline for a pas or gasoline stove.
boiled mess of Gleckler's native rowing.
Call and let us show them to you.
Karly Ohio potatoes, at your groTHE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets te and from all
cer's.
PRICE $2.25
parts of the worll.
WANTED Ladles to call and see eur
Rooms 8 and 4, Grant Bldg.
w
103 H
West Railroad Ave.
new styles In millinery at reduced
PRIVATE OFFICES
prices. Miss C. P. Crane, IIS North
Open Evenings.
Second street Ladies' tailoring and
COXOCXXXXXXXXXXXncrxXXXXC
dressmaking. Phone 144. ApprenFOR RENT 23 room roomtices wanted.
ing house, new and modern;
will be ready about Sept. 1, '08.
WANTED For U. S. Army:, Able WANTED Agents, either sex, earn
FOR RENT 3 store rooms,
bodied unmarried men between
$50 to $100 per week selling exslse 25x50 ft.; good location,
ages of 18 and SS; citizens of
quisitely embroidered pongee silk
FOR SALE Rooming house,
United States, of good character
patterns,
patterns, dress
waist
28 rooms, doing good business;
and temperate habits, who can
drawn work waists. National ImSALE
FOR
centrally located; reasons for
speak, read and write English. For
American Association.
porting Co., Desk D, 99 Broadway,
selling.
Information apply to Recruiting OfAt Columbus: Columbus 2, Indian- FOR SALE A good saddle pony and
New York.
FOR SALE Modern 8 room
ficer, 203 E. Central Ave., Albuapolis 5.
rapid
827 N. Fifth street.
most
saddle.
for
the
AG
ENTS
wanted
residence, brick, good location,
querque, N. M.
At St. Paul: St. Paul 2, Kansas FOR
on
necessity
household
selling
and
SALli
test transient
on terms or cash; '$4,000.
City 1.
rooming house In the city. Inquire
earth. Every woman buys one on
Get a Travelers' Accident and
Louisville 4, ToAt Louisville:
SALESMEN
sample
19
cents
for
Send
sight
44.
Box
Health Policy. Money to Loan.
ledo 3.
Manto
Sales
Information
full
and
M. L. SCinjTT.
Minneapolis: Minneapolis 6, FOR SALE $100 cash and $18 per WANTED Capable salesman to covAt
ager, 182 Brlnckerhoof Ave., Utlca,
cottage
219 South Second Street.
month will buy a
Milwaukee 0.
er
New Mexico with staple line.
New
York.
and 4 lots in south highlands. Elder
High
commissions,
$100
with
days' credit
AOENTS
9 Armijo building.
monthly advance. Permanent posi- HONEST
New alrcnlar ready. Soaps selling
6
rooms,
house,
MAKES
KEW ZEALAND
FOR SALE Modern
tion to right man. Jess H. Smith
.
ex.
Parker
better than
Co.. Detroit, Mich.
bath and electric lights; for sale at
Chicago.
MORE BARGAINS IN RANCHES.
Co.,
Chemical
once. Call at 309 S. Broadway for WAUTED Live, energetic men
tor $1.2: PER WORDThsorts classified
READY FOR THE FLEET
particulars.
exclusive territory agency of "Inads. In $( leading papers In U.
dex" Kerosene Burner converts
Fifteen acres of very good land
FOR SALE A fine Hardman piano,
for list. The Dake AdvertisA
coal oil Into gas gives one hungood as new, beautiful tone.
ing Agency, 427 South Main street,
Irrigation, four miles aorta
under
Adjourn
tlie
and
riti'linment Will
dred candlepower burns on manchance to possess an Instrument of
Los Angeles.
town,
of
well fenced with barbed
Whole Populace Will Take Part
tle Instantaneous seller. Write at MARRY your choice. Particular peounexcelled make st Just half what
wire
in Welcome.
and
cedar posts; $750.00
On exhibit at Whit-son- 's
It Is worth.
.once. Coast Lighting Company,
ple, everywhere. Introduced wlth92n Yesler Way, Seattle.
Music Store. 124 South Sec
' out publicity; no fakes; details free. rash.
Wellington, New Zealand, July 7.
ond street, Albuquerque
Address, A. C, box 1138, Los AnSALESMAN
Arrangements for the reception of the
First class all round
a brand- geles, Cal
hustler to cover unoccupied terriAmerican fleet are approaching com- FOR SALE At a bargain,never
shotgun,
new
been
Stevens
tory selling staple line to retail AGENTS Introduce
pletion. Wellington and Auckland
SOPASTE to
fired. A high grade and thorough,
The
Technical knowledge untrade.
will be elaborately decorated.
factories, railroad shops, etc. ReFifty acres first class Irrigated
gun.
The
at
Inquire
ly
modern
necessary.
to right
Permanent
keenest Interest la displayed In the apmoves grease dirt quickly; immense
land, three miles from the city,
Citizen office.
man. $30.00 weely. Expenses adproaching visit. Parliament will adprofits.
Parker
sales; amaslng
under high state of cultivation,
vanced. Frank R. Jennings, Sales
journ for ten days to enable the mem- IXR SALE Everything must go re
Chemical Co., Chicago.
j
Manager, Chicago.
gardless or cost oeiore juiy u, i
fenced with barbed wire and large
bers to participate in the welcome.
peo.
your
choice.
Particular
MARRY
need the money and the room, as I ONE exclusive agent for every town
The government will entertain from
cedar posts; price per ticre, $75.00.
pie, everywhere. Introduced without
will leave on that date for New
10.0UU to 15,000 men dally, Including
to, take orders for
publicity; no fakes; details free. AdYork to purchase a complete new
the crews of the British fleet. Amersuits for men and women; $100
dress, A. C, box 1838. Los Angeles,
stock of fall and winter goods. This
ican and British officers to the nummonthly or more easily e.vned;
Calif.
Is your chance to buy new stylish
ber of 6 DO will be guests at an official
sample outfit, 150 styles newest
About 100 acre of Hrst class
goods at your own price. E. Maliar-an- t.
banquet. Three thousand guests will
MALE HELP
woolens, in handsome carrying case,
irrigated land, located four miles
516 West Central.
attend the atate ball and there will
free of cost. Opportunity to estabnorth of town, 50 acres under
be other entertainments.
At the relish prosperous and growing busi- WANTED Traveling men and solici
ception to the officers the presentation
cultivation (last year was planted
calling on druggists, confectionness without Investment. Full Intors
PROPERTY
MACRE
BARGAINS
of a casket will he made containing
ers, etc., covering Albuquerque anu
In wheat), well fenced vtlth four
structions with every outfit. Apply
addresses to President Roosevelt and
surrounding territory and states, to
today.
Eagle
Tailoring
Co.,
Tht
Mires and cedar postn, main ditch
In R and 10 acre tracts, within tw
Admiral Sperry.
carry our celebrated line of chocoDept. S7,
8
Franklin St., Chiruns through land, title perfect.
In Parliament yesterday Senator miles of the city limits, at 220 to $76
basis.
good
cago.
commission
lates on
Price for the whole tract, for a
Wilfrid deprecated the entertainments ner acre. Also a ranch of 1600 acres. AMBITIOUS
Bowes Allegrettl, 85 River St., ChiMEN
Why
WANTED
on the ground that the tariff and nav- all valley land, at S30 per acre.
cago.
short
time only $6500.00.
This
salary?
work
for
can
small
You
igation laws of the United States are
earn $25 to $160 per day: others HEP.E'S a chance for you to make Is a snap for somebody.
10 ACHE TRACTS
hostile to this country. The Wellingmoney. Our representatives make
per acre.
are doing It; you can do likewise.
ton Post today strongly condemns the On Fourth street, at $50proportional
$10 a day; so can you. Immediate
If you dslre to Increase your salsenator's advocacy of what it calls Other small tracts at on approved
territory
ary and elevate yourself, write for
exclusive
and
seller
Money to loan
"such gross International discourtesy" prices.
our free book, "How to Become a
Agents can carry as side line. C. F.
Address
and" contends that the visit Is wel-- c security. Felliie
Pennewell, Mgr., 162 Mutoal Life
Professional Auctioneer.J. CJurule,
Address
ime because It will promote closer
Reel Estate and Loans. Natary
Chicago School of Auctioneering,
Bldg., Seattle, Washington.
Block, 304 West
knowledge and a better understand- Room 19, ArmijoAlbuquerque.
Royce Bldg., Chicago.
N. M.
Public. 21$ W. Gold Ave.
Central Avenue,
WANTED Salesman, experienced in
ing.
any line, to sell general trade in
WANTED A real genume salesman.
Liberal commissions
New Mexico.
a man who has ability and who will
Leu Stein and Victor Leon, writers of
with $35 weekly advance. One
work for us as hard and consclen-tousl- y
LENGTHY BOULEVARD
A little forethought may save ybn
t lie
libretto, have also been receiving
salesman earned $1,253 62, his first no end of trouble. Anyone who makes
as he jjould for himself, to
royalties for tho production of "The
two months with us. The Contin- It a rule to keep Chamberlain's Colic,
represent us exclusively In Arlsona
Merry W'idowl" in England, and for
ental Jewelry Co., Cleveland, Ohio. Cholera and Diarrhoea
TO
and New Mexico. We have a large,
remedy at
Its
years
on
of
two
account
almost
well known and In every way first
be a fact. For
to
knows
hand
this
Euof
countries
in
all
performance
NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC.
class line of Calendars, Advertissale by all druggists.
rope except France, Paris being the
ing Specialties and Druggists La
Plans Are on Foot for Highwuy From only import-an- t
European city In
bels and Boxes, and our line Is so
Notice Is hereby given by the unWashington to lielfynburg in
which the operetta has not been pro
and varied that each and dersigned that the Independent Lumattractive
His Memory.
duced.
every business In every town In the ber company has this day purchased
country, without regard to slse, can from the Rio Grande Material and
CONVICT.
SCARES
Al'TO
7.
Immediately
York,
Pa., July
be successfully solicited. Our goods Lumber company all of the assets of
a
7.
Chlcugo,
Gales,
July
John
after the reconvening of Congress next
are very attractive, but no more so the Rio Grande Material and Lumber
twenty-si- x
convict,
pardoned
after
December, Representative D. F.
than our reasonable prices, and we company, located at the corner of
penitentiary,
spent
years
in
Joliet
of the Twentieth congressional
from the experience of others Marquette avenue and North Third
know
yesterday.
man
a
out
free
walked
district, will introduce a bill provid
who have been and are now In our street. That the Independent Lumber
electric
an
on
Chicago
to
came
He
ing for the construction of a magnif
employ that any bright hustling company will pay all Indebtedness due
icent roadway or boulevard reaching car with Matthew J. Huss, president
man
who has good average ability anu owing from the Rio Grande MaThe
Luxemburg
brotherhood.
of
the
from the White House at Washingwiling to work can make terial and Lumber company to any
Is
and
him,
when
and
skHcrapers
astonished
ton to the battlefield at Gettysburg.
us
with
from $60 to $1E0 per week. person, firm or corporation, and will
Jumped
by
an
automobile
dashed
he
This road Is to cost $7,000,000, and
ready to commence work collect all bills due and owing to the
Must
be
in
fear.
is to be a lasting and national me
once.
country.
Commissions liberal. Our said Rio Grande Material and Lumber
at
.Shortly
reaching
this
after
mortal to Abraham Lincoln, In cele in 188 1,
company
organised In 1881. We company.
was
on
the
was
Gales
arrested
bration of his 100th birthday anul
RIO GRANDE MATERIAL AND
capitalised
are
for $200,000.
Ws
a
charge
murdering
of
laborer
fellow
versary.
LUMBER COMPANY.
was
to
we
simply
ax
He
state
show
near
an
Evanston.
this
with
thst
the York con
Since last winter
By S. J. Brack, Manager.
are
to
responsible
was
mean
be
guilty
and
business.
and
found
sentenced
gressman, with J. T. McCleary, sec
To the former customers of the
111
you
pay
yon
hanged.
was
Cullcm,
do,
it
to
Senator
who
write
If
ond assistant postmaster general, and
Sales Manager, Merchants Publish. Rio Grande Lumber Co. and to the
veinor at that tlir.i. Interfered, and
others have been quietly working gi
Ing Co., Kalamazoo, Mich. Enclose trade In general:
upon the project. Mr. Lafean stated the sentence was commuted to life
The undersigned, having this day
this advertisement with your applitoday that the proposed Lincoln me imprisonment. forty-fiv- e
bought
out the entire Interest of the
years
Though
old.
cation.
but
p
morial boulevard meets with the
Rio Grande Lumber Co. and having
older. He will be
proval of President Roosevelt, the Gales looksby muchLuxemburg
assumed all liabilities and had transfor
the
NOTICE.
brother
Lincoln Memorial association, Sena cared
ferred to us all accounts due said Rio
can
hood
until
he
finds
he
work
that
tor Knox and score, of representa do.
Notice Is hereby given that a meet- Grande Lumber Co. hereby announce
tives.
Albuing of the stockholders of The
that we will conduct said yard as
Mr. Lafean says that he Is confi
querque Eastern Railway Company, strictly a retail lumber yard and will
It Can't Be Beat.
dent of the success of the proposition.
1,
1908,
on
September
at I o'clock carry a full line of everything needThe best of all teachers is expert
The boulevard will be on almost an ence.
m at the general office of ed in building material.
C. M. Harden of Silver City, p.
air line, covering the distance in North Carolina, says:
AND CURE
LUNC3
We hope to merit your patronage
"I find Else the company In the city of Albuquermiles.
about seventy-tw- o
trie Bitters does all that's claimed que, New Mexico, has been called by and can promise you the best of treatpurDirectors,
for
the
ment Mr. S. J. Brack will remain
for it. For stomach, liver and kidney the Board of
w,th
troubles It can't he beat. I have tried pose of taking into consideration an with us and he will be glad to have
"MERRY WIDOW: PAYS
mergagreement
of consolidation and
It and find it a most excellent medl
his friends oall and get our prices be.
Railway
er
Fe
Central
of the Santa
cine."'
Mr. Harden Is right; It's the
fore placing their orders.
Company and The Albuquerque EastINDEPENDENT LUMBER CO..
ENORMOUS ROYALTIES best of all medicines also for weak' ern Railway
Company,
taking
a
and
By Louis B. Rapp, Manager.
ness, lame back and all run down
vote,
adoption
by
or
the
for
ballot
Best too for chills and
conditions.
same,
rejection
for
and
of the
the
malaria. Sold under guarantee by all
Juit Exactly Tttgtu.
I'ne of the Ileoe Since September dealers. 50c.
transaction of any ther business that
"I have used Dr. King's New Life AND Al . THROAT Nft LUNH TROUBLES.
may be brought before the meeting.
lion Cost $110,000, Makin- - It
Pills for several years, and find thera
W. E. HAOAN.
the Most Expensive of
Just exactly right," says Mr. A. A.
notice:
GUARANTEED BAZ'ISFAOIOIt- Secretary.
Any.
Felton, of Harrlsvllle, N. Y. New Life
F. NIooluH. who for tlie part Ave
discoma
relieve without
KM
New York, Ju!y 7. To correct mis- years
Colic, Choter and Di- Pills Best remedy the least
has been working for Tessier Cliamlierlaln'sRemedy
for constipation,
fort
statements which have been published and several
Would
Have
arrhoea
other barber shops, has
biliousness and malaria. 25o at all
about the amount of royalties he had opened a shop
Saved Him $100.00.
for himself. He can be
dea'ers.
given for the operetta, "The Merry clasned
very
severe
1902
a
had
"In
I
attack
one of tlie boosters for the
Widow." Henry W. Savage said today good ofMAlbuquerque
of diarrhoea,' says R. N. Farrar of
and extends an Cat
that since his first production of this Invitation
Island, La. "For several weeks
WOODMEN OF THE WORLD. I
and
public
call
to
to
the
tuneful composition In this country In see hi In his new location on Cen- I was unable to do anything.
1
On
Meet Every Friday Evening
ASOCIMD
in
last September he had paid in royal tral avenue next to Evert it's Jewelry March 18, 1907, I had a similar at1
At 8 Sharp.
ADVERTISING
QVB5
As "The
ties for Its use $110,898.
tack, an! took Chamberlain's Colic
FOREST IN ELKS' THEATER.
Merry Widow" Is still as strong an store.
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy which
pFAMERICA CONVENTION
Id P.
attraction as ever, it Is believed the
E. W. Moore, C. C.
For the bent work on Shirt waist gave me prompt relief. I consider It
one of the best medicines of Its kind
American royalties will amount to patronize Hubbs Iundry Co.
D. E. Philippe. Clerk.
$140,000 by next September, making
l.i the world, and had I used It in
481 West Lead Ave.
a record sum for the authors of such
EVERYBODY READS TUB ABO 1901 believe It would have saved ms V VISITING SOVEREIGNS WEL-a composition in any one year.
QUERQUB CITIZEN BECAUSB VTJ a hundred dollar doctor's bill." gold V
COMB.
by all druggists.
Franz Lehar, the composer, and GET THE NEWS FIRJETX.

House Furnishers
Av:

4

PHYSICIANS
DR. SOLOMON U BCRTOJf
Physician and Surgeon.
Highland of Dee 818 South Walts
Street Phone 1030.
DRS. BRONSON

A BRONSON
Physicians and
ww ofrr vann s Drug
Office $28; Residence 1811.

Homeopathic

DENTISTS

mHHHmmiimim

14

DR.

J. E. KRAFT

Mat-thews-

I
not read
hurriedly, but thoroughly, so that all advertise
mente receive their share
of attention. It presents
the store newa a little
ahead, giving the prospective purchaser thne to
plan a shopping tour for
the next morning.
The Citizen la

Miscellaneous

Wk-lte-

T
Wise advertisers
ize The Citizen

5

Qfl

M

R. II. E.

6
Philadelphia
i
FOR RENT
Batteries: Orth, Hull and Klelnow;
Wicker, Coombs, Powers and Sachs.
FOR RENT Good room. 60S West
Silver. Phone 1186.
Nutloiuil Lengiie,
R. H. E. FOR RE-NAt Chicago
Nicely furnished mod
2
4 12
Chicago
ern brick residence In Al district.
1
8
Brooklyn
Elder, Armijo building.
Batteries: Frazer, Brown and Mo
ran; Witham, Mclntyre and Bergen, FOR RENTr Nicely furnished front
room with boaru. Apply Mrs. w.
R. H. E.
II. Reed, 415 N. Second.
At Pittsburg
2
6 0 FOR RENT
Nicely furnished rooms,
Pittsburg
1
1
6
Philadelphia
use oi Dam, central, iiu casi cenMaddux
and Gibson;
Batteries:
tral avenue.
Fox and Dooin,
FOR RENT Rooms for light house
keeping or sleeping, cneap. Appiy
R. H. K.
At Cincinnati
617 South Broadway.
1
CInclnnuti
RENT Four room
2
house,
FOR
New York
strictly modern, furnished or unBatteries: Kwlng and tiehlel;
furnished. 406 South Fourth street.
and Bresnahan.
Inquire 808 W. Lead.
Western League.
R. II. E. FOR RENT Furnished rooms for
At Denver
2
8
8
Denver
I'ght housekeeping, modern conven7
4
7
Pueblo
iences, cool shady home. 312 West
Zalusky;
Olmstead and
Batteries:
Leal avenue.
Fitzgerald and Smith.

c

patron-

because
they know their advertisements are seen and
read at the homo in the
evening, and if they are
offering something worthy
of attention, their ad has
accomplished Its mission.

made-to-measu- re

I

Dental Surgery
Rooms 2 and S, Harnett "i'MI
Over O'RIelly'a Drag Btsn,
Appointment made by anaJB
Phone 144
EDMUND J. ALGER,

scribers, but is subscribed
to and paid for on it
news merits, showing
tliat Its subscribers have
money with which to buy
what they want from
legitimate mercht nts.
Those are tlie people
The Citlan Invites to
your store.

A. MONTOYA

z
The Citizen employs a
man whose business it is
to look after your advertising wants. He will
write your copy if you
wish. If not. he will see
that your ads are "set
up" to look their best
and lie will attend to
them from day to day.

E

!

Are you advertising In
Tlie CiUsen? Your com-

petitors

are,

and are

profiting by It. Do you
thluk conservative business men are spending
money w here they are
not getting results? Get
hi the swim and watch
your business grow.

i

N
Is the Best

Advertising
Medium
in
Albuquerque

La-fea- n,

!

KILL the COUCH
the

Dr. &mg's
r.ev; Discovery

F0RCS1SfB?t.

VtSrSCiaaTVI

$ItttIIt(lllf IIII

2.

(

D. D. &

Office hours,
a. tn. to 12:M
1.S0 to & p. m.

a, sa.

Anointments made by mall.

800 West Central Avenue.

Phone M

x

LAWYERS
'

R. W. D. Bryan
Attorney at Law
Office,

First National Bank

Albuquerque, N. M.

Builda,

E. W. DOBSON
Attorney at
Offlce, Cromwell Block,
Albuquerque, N. M.'

IRA M. UOXD
Attorney at Law

t

Pensions, Lund Patents, Copyrights'
Caveats. Letter Patents, Trad
Marks, Claims.
3 F Street N. M., Wastiington, D.
TIIOS. K. D. MADDISON.
'
Attorney at Law
Office 117 West Gold Aveana

ARCHITECT
F. W. SPENCER
A

.ft.laa
PhoM

1221 South Walter.

212-21-

The Oil lien lias never
given premiums to sub-

t

1

YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
At Philadelphia
New York

!
I

WIMIMIIII

BASEBALL

Why

:

.""
lit''

PAGH mTKXi

Stt

INSURANCE
B, A. 8LEYSTER

Insurance,

Real Estate, Notary
Pnbllo

Rooms 12 and 14, Cromwell
Albuquerque, N. M. Phone 1M
A. E. WALKER

Fire Insurance
Secretary Mntnal Building
SIT West Central Arena.

VETERINARY
WILLIAM BELDEN

.

Veterinary.
Surgery and Dentistry a 6pee-t- y..
402 South Edith Phoo 40.

jj

Ilalr Dresner and CWropodU 1
Mrs. Bam Dim, at ner parlors
posits the Alvarado and next door ta
to glva
Sturges' cafe, Is prepared
thorough scalp treatment, do baU
dressing, treat corns, bunions and
trig nails.
She gives maasaga
treatment and manicuring.
Mr.
Uambini's own preparation of coman
up
skin
plexion cream builds
the
improves the complexion, and t
guaranteed not to db Injurious. Baa
also prepares a hair tonic that care and prevents dandruff and hair failing out; restores life to dead hair;
removes moles, warts and superflnona
treatment by vibratos
hair.
machines. For any blemish of ta
face call and consult Mrs. Bambini
la-gr- ow

Ma-sa-

ga

,

The Remedy That Does.
"Dr. King's New Discovery la
remedy that does the healing; othara
promise but fall to perform," says
Mrs. E. R. Pierson of Auburn Centr,
Pa. "It is curing me of throat aad
lung trouble of long standing that
other treatments relieved only temporarily. New Discovery Is doing as
so much good that I feel confidant.
Its continued use for a reasonable
length of time will restore me to par-fe- et
health." This renowned couch
and cold remedy Is sold at all dealers,
60c and 81.00. Trial bottle free.
Resolved that all orders for
of any and all kinds
and for all purposes b made out
on the regular requisition blank
of the Irrigation Congress pro- vlded for that purpose, and said
4 requisition must be signed by
chairman of the auditing com- mlttee, or In his absence by the
acting chairman; that all bills
Incurred
most
be
properly
vouchered before payment and
audited at any meeting of the
auditing committee,
by the
chairman of said committee, or
In his absence by the acting
chairman.
EEICTHOLD 8PITZ.

4)

4 supplies

Chairmaa.

D. MACPHERSON,

OEOROB ARNOT.

4
4k
41

4)

fi
4

4)
4)

4
4
48
41
i$

V

!

a

rAGB EIGHT.

PERSONAL

DO YOUR

OU have a right to expect and get what you
want and pay for. We do the game When
the quality, tyle arH fi ih do not come up
to our specification and standard, we send.
them back. You have the same privilege.
You are inV position to demand the best values for
your money and that is what we guarantee in our
shoes.

$2. SO to SS.OO

Men's Dress Shoos or OxfonN
Men's Work Shoes. Canvas or Leather
Women's Hijrh Shoes. Iiluck or Tan
Women's Low Shoes, Blark or While
Hitfh or Low Shoes tor Hoys ami Girls

t.SO to
t.TS to
t.SO to
t.OO to

3. SO

S.OOy

4.00

2. SO

SWILLS Wm 18Y

AT UNUSUAL PRICES
are continuing
Price Cutting
tiie
We
Sale of Millinery, Trimmed and Pattern Hats inaugurated at
this store last week. Among the new arrivals which
go on sale at these Special Prices are a number of

MERRY WIDOW

and BAND SAILORS

Nothing is exempted in this sale. Everything in
Fashionable, Seasonable Millinery at Bargain Prices

Miss Lutz
208 South

Second Street

Let's Irrigate!
What Will You Have?
Rubber Hose, $5 a Coil Up
Lawn Sprays, 25c, 50c, $1.00
SEE OUR WINDOWS

J. L. BELL CO.

1

J

Hcfore you get hungry plare an order with the Richelieu Grocery.
John A. Custer, of Haton. ("pent
In the city on business.
Janu's i!. Imlln returned to the
city this morning from a busings trip
to Fl Taso.
f thf llfel.j Morcnn-lil- r
II. C. llf'M.
Company of I.as Vega, U a visi
tor In the city.
Horn. Satunlay. July 4, to Mr. and
Mrs, Sam I.ivinston, of South Third
street, a girl.
Herman C. UfeM. of Ia.s Vrgas,
spent yesterday In Altiuiiut;riUe on
personal business.
Charles lloxsl his returned to the
city from a ten days' outing at the
Jemez Hot Springs.
Bread from six bakeries at the
Richelieu grocery.
Solomon Luna returned to the city
last nlKht from a visit to his country
home at Los I.unHs.
The next regular meeting of the
city council will be held Monday
evening of next week.
John P. Ford, of West Silver avenue, left last evening for Los Angeles,
for a few days' vacation.
K. H. Lester left Monday evening
for a trip through the southern part
of the territory on business.
N. C. Simms. who has been
the past several weeks at Log
Lunas. has returned to Albuquerque.
Dr. W. N. Vilas, of El Paso, Texas,
is in the city spending a few days.
and !.s registered at the Alvarado ho-

yes-terJi- iy

tel.
Mrs. V. Ci. Tight left last evening
for Los Angeles. California, where she
ns called by the serious illness of her
mother.
W. H. Andrews, delegate to Congress the man who does things, was
a passenger for Santa Fe this morn-

First St.

la.t night for

her home at Louisville. Ky., eifter a
pleasant visit In the city to her sister,
Sirs. Myrtle Saunders.
When you go on that trip to the
mountains buy your lunch goods at
the Richelieu.
Fraternal Order of Eagles hold regular meeting tonight In Red Men's
Hall. 8 o'clock. All members are requested to be present.
J. J. Burke, of Lamar, Colo., is in
Albuquerque for a few days. Mr.
sheep buver
Kurke Is a prominent
and feeder of Colorado.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles r. Grant, of
Elmendorf, spent yesterday in Albuquerque visiting friends and looking
after personal affairs.
J. D. Carpenter, connected with the
American Lumber company at Kett-ne- r,
Is spending a few days in Albuquerque on personal business.
Mr. and Mrs. E. V. Chaves have
returned from Santa Fe, where they
stK-n- t
the Fourth as the guests of the
latter's sister, Miss Clara. Olson.
Benevolent SoThe
ciety will meet in regular session at
the office of District Attorney Clancy
tomorrow morning at I" o'clock.
The body of J. R. Prfce, who died
suddenly Sunday, will be taken to the
old home at Cleveland. Ohio, for Interment. Short funeral services will
be held at F. H. Strong's funeral
chapel Wednesday afternoon at 3:30
o'clock, the Rev. Fletcher Cook of

110

South Second Street- -

SMLE

Established 104

Lense Grinding Done on the Premises
Episcopal church officiatMrs. Pearce will start for Cleveland with the holy Thursday morning.
W. A. McLaughlin, of Met isriurg,
Pa., Is In the ciiy on his way en iut
to the Grand Canyon an the Pacific
coast. He w.ll be In the city Tor a
few days.

Liquor Co.

Non-Sectari- an

THESK sales occur twice a year and need no introduction as they have been the bargain events of Albuquerque
for fifteen years. Owing to our present heavy stock, which
we must cut down, we have reduced prices on all summer
g6ods from

John's

St.
ing.

NewRmfc

1

Clarence McSj.allen. accompanied
by his parents, departed this morning
for Chicago where they will spend the
to the city
summer months,
agHin this fall.
J. It. Farwell. who has been at Los
I, unas the past two weeks, directing
work on extensive survvs for an Irrigation projec t. ha returned to his
home In this city.
John M. Moore, connected with the
Moore Realty Company, left last evening for La Jolia. California, where
he will Join his family who are enjoying a short outing at that place.
Why be bothered cooking this warm
weather when you can secure already
prepared cooked roast pork, pork
loaf, veal loaf, boiled eggs, cottage
cheese, tongues, potato salad from the
San Jose Market.
Col. Ralph E. Twitehell. secretary
of the board of control of the National
Irrigation Congress, returned to the
city last evening from Chicago, where
he went in the interest of the congress.
F. A. Walker has returned from a
four weeks' vacation on the Pacific
coast. Miss Walker, who is also
an outing in the west, will remain at Long Reach until the tirst of
A ugust.
Mrs. Donahue, wife of the well
known passenger conductor, is spend,
ing the day in the city while en route
from her home at El Paso to Califor
nia, where she expects to spend the
sum mer.
Number 2 was delayed about an
hour this morning on account of a
burned bridge about seven miles this
No damage was
side of Ashfork.
uop-as the fire had Just started and
was quickly extinguished.
Attorney H. M. Dougherty of Socorro, passed through the city this morning en route to Santa Fe from a business trip to El Paso. Mr. Dougherty
says that Judge Fall, well known all
over New Mexico, is very ill at El
Paso.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Law, who have
been in the east for the past two
weeks, ure now at Santa Fe. Mr. Law
Is president of the New Mexico Central Railroad, company, the consolidation of the Santa Fe Central railway
and the AILuquerque Eastern railway.
The Modern Woodmen or America
will hold a special meeting Wedne- day, July 8, at 8 p. m., at the Star
restaurant on South First street, for
the purpose of hearing report of head
camp delegate. By order of C. O.
Woodman, president.
Attorney E. W. Dobson, Herman
Blueher, J. Korber and E. Qulckel,
have gone td Denver to witness the
Democratic convention. After attend,
ing the convention, all four Albuquerque gentlemen will go to Lake City to
Inspect mining property
there In
which they are Interested.
J. A. Blondin. the aeronaut-cellis- t,
returned to Albuquerque this morning
after an absence of several months

Most Popular
Place in Town

25 to 40 Per Cent
We quote Hart, Schaffner & Marx Suits at
St 7, SO, they are worth up to $27.00

Championship Race
TONIGHT

per suit.

Moving Pictures and

Nobby two and

Illustrated Songs
TOMORROW

Call

OPEN MORNING, AFTERNOON and EVENING

Finest Ice Cream
and Coldest Soda
in the City

Wl

WHY YOU SHOULD

THE GREAT MAJESTIC.

Take a

111

9

PLUNGE
in the

Kjursnc

mt5

LIGHT WEIGHT CLOTHING

H

q
THE GREAT MAJESTIC.

E. L. WASHBURN CO.
122 S. Second

119 Vv.

Cold

AVillinery
512

and Dressmaking Parlors

North Second Street

Phone 944

Lasts
More

Longer,
Heats
Water, Heats it
Quicker, Uses Less Fuel,
Hakes Better, and gives
better general satisfac- tion than any other range
on the market.
If you will call at our
store, we ' will prove
thsse facts to you.

We have just received a carload of

Carriages
Buggies
Light Spring Wagons

andTop

I As

:

ror The Citizen and get

Wanted to loan. One Hundred
Thousand Dollars ($100,000) in sums
to tult on first claas city real emate
courtly. V. M onto) a, SIS West Gold
veuue.
IX) II
SALE RESIDENCE
AT
203 NOKT1I EDITH AT A ISAItGAIN.
ADDKESai X. V. Z., CITIZEN OF.
F1CK.

we arc crowded for floor space we are making

SPECIAL LOW PRICES
We can save you money on any style or grade vehicle you want.

:

tj

Miss C. P. CRANE

CHAR.

RANGE

JSi-i-

Subscrlh
news.

thisweek to close out large stock.

ALL BLUES AND BLACKS RESERVED.

AMD

IRON

CENTRAL AND FOURTH

JfdentRseK

ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE CO.

I

FIRST AND TIJERAS

Good
ROOM and BOARD

done at horn.
IMPERIAL LAUNDRY.

have

follow.

IMPERIAL

LACXDBT CO.

Heating Co.

1 412 West Central Ave.

MRS. M. E. NORRIS
110 East Coal Avenue

PHON E 61
i

B.

11.

Briggs

-

& Co.

THIRD STREET

Meat Market

DRUGGIST
U

PHARMACY

Corner Gold Ave, and 1st St.

It

Our shirt and collar wort Is per
feet.
Our "DOMESTIC HMS1I" t
h
proper thing. W lead otbert

Standard
Plumbing and

$1.00 a Week Up

ROLori ALVARADO

The reason we u, so mucTi
DRY work U because we do It right
and at the price you cannot afford lu

Peter Shuttler Wagon

1

Will Commence

AT LESS THAN HALF PRICE

COAL

Wagner Hardware Co

er

at

Monday, July 6th.

jjj

j

JO to 10

lust

All Trimmed Hats

BUY THE

(A

OPEN DAILY

MMmey Sale

On Men's and Boys'

1

N. First St.

x)coooooooooo oooooococoooo

SALE

Mrs. CD.
ST.muis.

SWIMMING POOL

L-V-

DISCOUNT

q

tujcsnc fl

I MFG. CO.

j

HUBBS LAUNDRY CO.

Hosiery, Neck-

MALLEABLE

jjj

3

r:

$1475.

KEN,!"A.LVENUE

H

504

$5.75,

GOOD REASOWS
GREA T MAJESTIC

Vann Drug Co

j

Suits at

and see us, It will pay you.

SIMON STERN

CHAFING DISHES

PATTFDtOM
lit Ll Jl11

and

Also big bargains in Underwear, Shirts,
wear, Ktc.

Good Music

i

three-piec- e

S8.75, S1 1.7S,

NIGHT

spent In Texas and Arizona. Mr.
Blondin has returned to New Mexico
to do Home assessment
work on a
number of valuable lead-silvmining
&
claims, which he owns In the I'lacltas
mining district.
COPPER and THIRD
Miss Helle Sower, Miss Jessie Ham.
niond and Miss Katherine Cisber reImported and Domestic Groceries and Liquors
turned yesterday from isleta, where
they were the guests of Miss Agnes
They were accompanied home
Pure Lucca Olive Oil a Specialty, Liquor by the
by Miss Sels. The celebrations at Isleta consisted of a fire works display
Glass or Gallon, Beer by the Bottle or Case, Family
and a dance. The party also Included
Trade Solicited Satisfaction Guaranteed.
l'hil Juegels, of Lrfjs Lunas. and William Avery.
Call, Phone or Send for Solicitor.
Phone 1029 $
I'rof. Dt Mauro. the violinist, re
turned to the city last night from an
extended sojourn at the Jemew Hot
Springs. Surrounded by the picturesque scenery of the springs, the professor was Inspired to compose music,
L1VERY AND BOARDING STABLE
an'd
has brought back to the city what
them,
for
room
I I
311-31Just received a larye shipment. Haven't
Wist Silver Areame
he calls the Alvarado waltz. Prof DI
making special low riit s this week to move them
and
are
Mauro will give the first public rendiTELKPHONm B7
Albuquerque, M. M.
m m m
w rYrw
tion of the new composition at the
Snftt-a- l
T i
AtA
Alvarado hotel Sunday evening.
1
AlbuquerqueJ
C.Iil
Nye Martin, of the K. L. Washburn
J
Palace
Company, returned to the city last
night from a visit to Kansas kinfoik.
Mr. Martin (spent ten days at his old
JOCXUOCXXXXXXCXXX
home town, Em port i, and says he has
fifteen hundred chlggers for very
For First Class Work and Prompt Delivery
day of his stay. It rained every day
'
2 he was there and ail the way back to
CALL
New Mexico.
Mr. Martin alighted
from the train at the local station
ha fallen
5 In the rain. So much
WHITE WAGONS
In Eastern Kansas
that the wheat
brxyncxxYTryrryrrrxy
xrxxxxycocggaooco 1 ei'up
is being damar4.
Henry L. Rosenfleia swore out a
eomphiint In Judge Craig's court yesterday for Walter K. Vorel, charging assault.
Vorel was arrested by
the police this morning and when
taken before the court pleaded not
guilty to the complaint and asked for
Immediate hearing.
Roaenfleld said
that he would have to send to Colorado Springs for wltnessea and the
received new summer styles which
case was postponed
Friday
until
morning at 10 o'clock. Vorel was released on $100 bonds. Both parties
we will sell
a Great Reduction.)
are said to have come here recently
from Colorado Springs.

: Montezuma Grocery
I

S- -

5-- 7

GREEN TcG

Assures you absolute comfort in Glasses Ground amFitted bv
BEBBER OPTICAL
CO., EXCLUSIVE (OPTICIANS

r

io

f

Optical Profession

Should you fall to receive The
Kverilnp C'.tlren,
call up the
Postal Telexraph Co., telephone
No. 36 anl your raper will be
$ dclivri M by special messenger.

ing.
Mrs. J. J. Curry left

YOU

Our Vait Experience in the

PARAGRAPHS

Bay Ow
Shoes
And Get Your Money's Worth

CYtS TROUBLE

TrPsnAT, Jtn.v t,

HIGHLAND PHARMACY
Occidental Building

gring Us Your Prescriptions

KhiU of (Yeah and Salt Meat.
Strain Saiuagre Ftactory,
EMlli KLEIXWOUT

Masoulc ItiiUilliij:. North Third Street.
.

Rorcn

dri.

Do you know what thi meatii' rf
not auk our driver to explain
It to

XMFERUJj

lauwdrt.

